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Loans ·Rethink

ever, it is still very seriously con- the taxpayer you actually add a
sidering the possibility of a mixed third elemen·t, and you 'make
system of grants and loans.
The Government appears to
available a small facility to all stuhave abandoned completely any
Speaking on BBC Television 's dents for a top-up loan" . Mr Waltans to introduce a full system of Question Time, Mr Walden stated den suggested that this would
~tudent loans either before o~ after clearly: "I do not have any inten- ·mean that the cost of education
the impen~ing General Elechon. It
tion to sweep away grants and would be shared amongst the taxnow setms' highlyrm'"''n!"Cili'<~ replace them with loans, but I am payer, the student and his or her
looking at the possibility of a top- parents-this would, he implied ,
unlikely
that .
up loans scheme to add to our be "fairer".
there will be any
I
already generous grants."
Speaking to Stude111, a spokesplace for such a
He said that the Government man for the Departmenty of Eduscheme in the
was considering a variety of possi- cation and Science confirmed that
s-ru;?~~.:
recommendable loans schemes but basically a it was the case that the introductions of its Review
"top-up" scheme would mean that tion of a full loans scheme had
Committee on Student Support, "you get a grant according to your been rejected.
chaired by the Higher Education parents' income, but instead of
Speaking to Student, EUSA
Minister, George Walden. How- -just relying on your parents and

by Gary Duncan

• Students with ideas and information can contact Mr Ritchie at
the Chamber of Commerce, 3
Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh .. _
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President Cathy Presland said she
did not particularly welcome the
announcement which she felt was
something of a smokescreen.
"Maybe," she said, "they are just
trying to pacify students. " Presland did not believe that anyone
was seriously expecting the introduction of a full loans scheme and
said that the Minister's latest
statements were "j ust avoiding
the issue". The EUSA President
said that she "only wanted to see a
decent grants system··, and denied
that the present system could in
any way be described as generous.
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"Count
me in"
by Emma Simpson
"Count Me In ... " is the slogan
which has launched an extensive
campaign which hopes to involve
all the people of Edinburgh in
attracting more jobs and visitors
to the capital city.
The campaign, which is the
brainwave of the city's Chamber
of Commerce, want to "benefit
the city .of Edinburgh by generating wealth for everybody". The
slogan "Count Me In . . . ".is
designed to show that people hving in Edinburgh believe in their
city, and are prepared to become
involved in initiatives which are
for its good.
Campaign co-ordinator Douglas Ritchie would like to involve as
many students as possible: "We
are waiting for students to write in
with ideas for the campaign, and
also to inform us of any interesting
events happening which we can
give publicity for. "
A massive balloon launch in
Princes Street Gardens marked
the start of the £50 ,000 campaign
which is backed by extensive
advertising. T-shirts, car stickers,
beer mats and badges have been
printed - all bearing the slogan
"Count Me In ... " .
The campaign follows the successful "Glasgow's Miles Better"
campaign directed by Dr Michael
Kelly , ex-Lord Provost of Glasgow , who is also heavily involved
in the new Edinburgh campaign.
Mr Ritchie believes that
"Count Me In ... " will be just as
successful as "Glasgow's Miles
Better": "The Glasgow campaign
tor •, 18 months to get anywhere
b••t we aim for ou. camp.:iign to be
successful much more quickly,
and we 'II run it for as long as it is
necessary. "
·
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The Condom Rep
by Jan Robertson
Chamber Street Committee is
now the proud possessor of a condom rep ., sheep rep., - and_ if
rumours prove to be true, a camne
comrade.
Ian Burslow, regarded by many
as an up and coming executtve
member' has been appointed to
the sheath brief.
While Student was unable to
contact Jan to find . the exact
details of the ins and. o~ts of his
position, the basic_duttes mvolve a
continuous surveillance of con. dom machines to ensure they are

ready for action. Potterrow is also
understood to have got one, but
two condom reps - one for the
ladies and one for the gents
toilets. It is hoped that this new
democratic element on both committees will allow a greater degree
of choice in terms of colour, shape
knobbly bits than is available at
present.
A new marketing style may
definitely be needed as EUSA
Secretary Jan Catto admitted,
"demand for condoms is not
huge."
It has been suggested that a special "<lurex exec." might be set up
~nd a team of rubber reps would

help heighten awareness in the
student community of the need
for safer sex.
Exact details of the function of
"sheep rep" S. Wilson were not
available - however , rumours
abound.
Rumours are also circulating
that a dog has also been elected to
the committee unwittingly
approved by EUSA Secretary
Iain Catto.
The dog's membership of the
committee follows in the grel!t
tradition of previous representatives like Phillippa Kettle and
Richard Head.
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Hats go into election ring
by Gary Duncan
With three weeks still to go
before nominations close for the
annual EUSA Election circus, a
large number of would-be sabbaticals have already thrown their
·bats into the ring.
.
In student flats and houses all
over the city the prospective presidents, deputy presidents, secretaries and treasurers are gathering with their campaign managers
and teams to plan how they can
best capture the votes of their elusive electorate of 10,000 Edinburgh University students.
Central to their discussions will
be the capturing of the votes of
special interest groups in the electorate . The talk amongst the
hopeful hacks is of how they can
lure the "Yah vote"; "the apathetic vote"; "the ethnidoverseas
vote"; " the female vote (for male
(and female) candidates); "the
male vote (for female candidates); etc., etc. - never mind
the politics , let's get the sexual
chemistry right.
Also high on the agenda of the
various campaign teams will be
finding the secret formula which
will produce the exact combination of letraset , day-glo paper,
cardboard and string that will
make their publicity triumph over
the efforts of the other campaigners and launch their candidate to
the dizzy heights of EUSA power.
While the average student continues with the normalities of student life-lectures , tutorials , eating and drinking, and drinking
some more , the candidates are
carefully planning the blitz of leaflets, badges and electoral ephem"
era which will shortly descend all
over George Square, King's
Buildings and hitherto forgotten
outposts of academia like the
Observatory and the agricultural
research station at the Bush.
In a few weeks' time , the candidates will be facing the electorate
on the hustings - at least the
more interested elements of it.
Even now they are attempting to
guess which questions they might
have to answer and are devising
the most electorally profitable
answers - and non-answers which will produce the right
impression and image of themselves and their politics - often ,
perhaps , preferably without actually committing. themselves to
anything. The aim is not only to
convince students to vote for
them, but also to convince as
many as possible not to vote
against them. A candidate might ,
for example , support the idea of
joning the National Union of Students "in principle", but say that it
is really a matter for a referendum
to decide - hopefully this means
·they can retain votes of both
opponents and supporters of NUS
affiliation, without committing
themselves one way or the other.
Not answering the question is , of
course, the art of the politician.
Amongst those planning their
election campaigns are as many as
six potential candidates for Presi-

dent, four of whom are confirmed
as standing.
David Clark is the candidate of
the Labour Club for President and
a former president of the EU
Anti-Apartheid Group. His politics are thought to be Labour left.
Mr Clark could not be contacted
by Student for comment.
Also standing is Paul Davies ,
the former Science students' convener and an ex-president of the
Social Democratic Club. Davies is
standing as an independent candidate. Speaking to Student, he said

ment education policy Hicks
made at the recent Tory Conference in Torquay, his club is refusing to back him in his bid for
power. Hicks says he thinks university politics have become
stilted, describing General Meetings as "a kitten's romp". He will ,
he says, be a debating President
and wants tci ensure that students
are not " preached at. He claims to
be against loans and "any threat to
the student lifestyle".
A number of other students are
presently considering their posi-

but standing as an independent. A
long-standing member of the SRC
he has been Arts Faculty Convener for the past two years.
D ave Tripp, another would-be
Secretary, is also a member of
SRC and is photographer for Midweek, the Students' Association
weekly-a key part of the Secretary's responsibilities.
A third candidate, Sally Greig,
is a former editor and assistant
editor of Student , and a former
member of the Union Management Committee. Like David

marathon

fund•

raiser
by Emma Simpson
The Edinbur~h half marath
to be held on May 3rd is hoped on
10
be "fastest half marathon ever
in Scotland" and £2,000 is horun
fully to be raised for ESCA in~~
process .
Three
thosuand
entrant
including about 200 students
.
, as,
re
expected to take part m the eve t
which is sponsored by Pea~!
Assurance .
ESCA
campaign member
Helen Connolly hopes that £2 000
will be raised for the charities
campaign , " Hopefully we will get
sponsored non-students running
for us as well, since the ESCA
campaign has been printed into
every entry form ." Also for every
entrant who is sponsored, Pearl
Assurance will make a donation
to ESCA. A £2 ,000 sum could be
possible.
The race will start at 9.30 am in
Holyrood Park and the route will
pass by the Castle , down Princes
street , along London Road and
finish in Marionville Road by
Meadowbank Statium.
ESCA are keen for volunteers
to go alongand present medals.
The incentive is a free marathon t·
<hirt and a "great day out."

Rag Week
•

1s ·
•
coming
Hopeful backs: confirmed candidates, Paul Davies (top left,) Andrew Hicks (top centre) and David Clark (top
right;) keeping their options open: Wee (bottom left) and Rogerson (bottom right.)
that he wanted to create a realistic
partnership between the Association and the students of the University "showing people how the
Association works for them". He
emphasised his belief that the
President of the Association
needs to be out and about much
more - "finding out what people
want from the Association".
A third confirmed presidential
candidate is Martin " Yossi" Ross,
a former manager of the Bedlam
Theatre and " university character" closely-involved with Filmsoc
and in writing for Student. Ross
says that he is "standing for President as a customer, a user of the
service the Association provides".
He advises the electorate not "to
vote for the party hacks or the
office hacks".

tions, but have not confirmed that
Tripp, she is also standing as an
they will be standing. These
independent ca~idate - both
include former SRC Education
are strong supporters of the curConvener Cheow-Lay Wee who
rent anti-loans campaign.
says his "options are open", and
Also standing for Secretary is
the present President of Debates,
Andrew
Gray,
last
year's
Jane Rogerson .
Revolutionary Communist Party
There are only two confirmed
candidate for Secretary. Soundly '
candidates for Deputy President
defeated last year, Gray is stand- Mike Lyttle and Alison Roying again on a platform of " build- ·
lands. Lyttle is a member of the
ing solidarity for student camSRC for Arts Faculty and a
paigns", gay rights and antiformer member of Teviot Comracism.
mittee and Liberal Club presiThe electorate has a more
dent. With politics of the " indelimited choice of candidates for
pendent left", he says his involveTreasurer - so far only one is
ment with the Campaign Commitconfirmed as standing.
tee on loans will be an important
Tor Farquhar - a member of
part of his campaign.
the Associaiton Finance CommitAlison Roylands is the secret- tee and Committee of Manageary of Potterrow Union and the
ment of the Union -says that he
Union representative on the
believes next year there won't be
EUSA Finance Committee.
as much money around and that it
Andrew Hicks . is the fourth
A third potential candidate , will be necessary to push for a
presidential hopeful. Although he
Paul Derbyshire of Teviot Com- " tighening our ship" and for more '
is a member of the Committee of
mittee, has not yet confirmed his reliance on money from outside.
the
University Conservative
candidacy.
It seems certain , however, that
Association - responsible for
There are four definite candi- before nominations close on 5th .
"EUSA liaison" - he says he is is
dates for ·the position of Secret- May there will be at least one
.standing independently with no
ary. They include Mark Wheat-; more candidate for this position
.political affiliations. Indeed, fol.ley , president of the Liberal Club - and probably several more
lowing a speech against Govern- ·
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by t;mma Simpson
A major new waterslide complex featuring the largest slides in
Britain will be opened at Edin·burgh 's Commonwealth Pool,
next to Pollock Halls, next spring.
The new complex has been
approved by the City of Edin'burgh ·District Council and they
plan four "thrilling slides".
The Corkscrew, at 130 metres
long, will be the .longest enclosed
slide in Britain with exciting com-

binations of full turns and straight
drops .
The Aqua-mania is described as
a "new and exciting white
knuckle , high velocity speed slide
for the bold and daring":
The Vortex will include a 360degree corkscrew, and steep
drops into total darkness.
The Whitewater Rapids - a fun
slide on a raft, is to be based on
the most popular slide in North
American Water Parks.

by Our News Staff
Saturday sees the start of th~
year's Rag Week organised by the
Edinburgh Students' Charities
Appeal. ESCA hope to raise over
£11,000 for various charities dur·
ing the week.
Already a pre-Rag Week pub·
licity stunt in which several stu·

.--------"!"""-...

~

Presidential candidate
dents .dressed up as Pink Panther,
Minnie Mouse and · Batrnan on
easter Sunday has raised over
£170 in one afternoon.
ek
Events planned for the we t
( ou ·
include breakfast for twe ve in
1
side the Caledonian Hot~ ss
Princes Street, in fancy ~~g:
Later , there will be "Welly-w ine
°ing," and pie throwing, and ~:ws.
legged bed race on the Mea Slave
Major events include the Street
Auction at Cha.mbers May),
Union on Friday night (lst.ted to
to which students are mVlndage,
turn up and be sold mto bo annual
a full can dance, and thee CitY
floats procession m th. ·pants
Centre with
3rd
including Student. On s.und a:ss as
May , ESCA activists will .r·ng 81
Easter Bunnies for fundraisi
Edinburgh Zoo.
... -

parn;

BUSA faces £20,000 cuts
by Gary Duncan
The Students' Association could
xt year face the prospect of hav?eg to make serious cuts in its ser~ces to students for the first time
VI
•
•
h 1960s
since its format1?n .m t e
. .
This follows the msistence by the
Edinburgh District Council's
Building Control Department that
extensive changes are made in the
Teviot Row Union building at an
estimated cost of £180,000
The Building Control Department have recently been given
extra power~ which mean they can
;egister objections to new late
licences for bars and o the r establishments which sell alcohol. A
recent inspection of Tevio t R o w
Union by the department has led
to them insisting that unless certain change_s are made they will
prevent Teviot frnm reta_ining its
late licence when 1t appli es for a
renewal in January.
Loss of this licence would mean
that Teviot Row could no longer
act as the venue for the Fringe
Club during the Edinburgh Festival each year. As a result the
Association would lose most of
the £35,000 it makes each year
from its Festival activities. This
would be a very serious blow , and
is not one which the Association
wishes to contemplate.
The EUSA Finance Committee
therefore gave permission for the
changes in Teviot to be made, and
the architects were called in to
draw up plans. They have now
estimated that the cost of alterations required by the Building
Control Department will be
around £180,000.
Amongst the changes which
will be made are the construction
of new walls and doors in the
foyer , outside the dining room
and Sportsmman's bar, and the
fire-proofing of the debating hall .
Speaking to Student , the
Association Treasurer David

by Miranda Chitty
and Gary Duncan

Teviot Ro"'. Union: EUSA faces £180,000 bill and cuts in services
Duncan said that EUSA had set a
deadline of the end of July for the
changes to be completed. This
would mean that there would be
some inconvenience to students
using the Union in the meantime .
More serious, however , was the
effect of the costs of the changes
on the Associations finances.
Long-term projects such as the
redecoration of the Teviot Park
Room , and the. renovation of the
Pl.e asance Theatre in the Societies
Centre would have to be indefinitely postponed, said Duncan. In
addition, the loss of bank interest
from accounts which would have

Health concerns over
Teviot catering
by Ben Simms
It has emerged in minutes of a
meeting of EUSA's Union Executive last term that Claire McLintock, the Deputy President ,
·feared that the catering operation
m Teviot Row Union would face
closure following a visit by the
Environmental Health Inspectors.
During a meeting on 25th February it was reported that the
Inspector had required immediate
war~ on the kitchens and pizza
bar m Teviot, "or else the catering
Operation would have to close

GRANGE
HANDKNITS
We have the fullest rangeof
Aran Ham/knits in town.
Icelandic sweaters in 18 assorted
colours
Sizes from 22" to 46"
all garments are handknitted in
100% Pure Wool
A selection ofMohair Sweaters
available
Call and See Us
you'll be delighted at our

• Quality • Value for Money
• Large Selection
6 Grange Loan Newington
Edinburgh EH9 2NR
031-667 5846
OPEN 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

More students as Baker
tightens grip on universities

down", and McLintock stated
that "the final costs were not vet
known". In addition , the Heahh
Inspector had required that the
carpet in the Park Room be
replaced.
Inquiries by Student into the
background of the Health Inspector's visit, and the alerting of the
Union Executive , however, have
found that the scale of the changes
called for hardly merited the
report in last term's minut~s. The
most significant improvements
are the replacement of two fridges
behind the pizza bar, the cost of
which is to be met by the pizza
company ,
Ms
McLintock
informed Student , from the profits the company makes in Teviot.
Minor alterations have been
made in the kitchen and work on
the Park Room will begin after the
summer term in time for the Festival, when Teviot Row is transformed into the Fringe Club for
the three weeks during August.
Fears of food poisoning from
Union food can therefore be forgotten.

been in credit but which would
now be overdrawn could mean a
reduction in the money available
for the Association 's grant-aided
activities - such as the SRC
societies funding and the Publications Board - of up to £20,000.
This represents a very significant
proportion of the funds for those
activities. As a result, next year's
Treasurer and Finance Committee may have to contemplate serious cuts in some services if David
Duncan's hopes of raising funds
from outside the Association
prove unfulfilled.

Thousands
for
microprobe
device
by Anjali Uhotakia
The National Environment
Research Council has awarded its
largest-ever research grant of
£827,000 to Edinburgh University
Geology Department.
The grant will be used to
·finance the first commercially
manufactured ion microprobe ,
which will be used to provided
detailed information on the history of individual mineral grains.
The NERC grant also allows for
the appointment of a new
research lecturer in the Edinburgh Geology Department.
Sir John Burnett, the University Principal , commenting on the
NERC's investment , said that this
"enables the University to join the
international leaders in this high
technology area of geo-chemistry,
and hopefully to become the leaders".

18-year-ol~s in Britain - which
·results from the 1970s decline in
the birth rate.
By 1990, the paper states, the
number of full-time and part-time
students will be increased by
50,000- meaning that one in five
school leavers would be entering
higher education by the end of the
century - compared to one in

Pl~s for higher education, just
published in the Department of
Education'' White Paper on
Higher· Education, Meeting the
Challenge, mean that universities
will have less control over their
spending, which is to be run in
future by a new University Funding Council (UFC). The White
Paper also envisages that a record
proportion of adults will be in
higher education by the end of the
century.
The new Funding Council will
replace the University Grants
Committee, which is at present
responsible for the allocation of
gra nts to universi ties. As well as
this role, however, the new body
will have additional powers to dictate how and where the mo ney is ,
or is not , spent in if'dividual universit ies.
Mter the tulip.
Mr Baker, the Education Sec-·
retary , has denied that this spells eight in 1979.
The Government 's plans have
the death of university autonomy.
He said that he wants spending received a mixed response from
more sharply directed , but states the Opposition parties and the
that there will still be considerable universities. The Labour Party ·
funding discretion within the uni- has criticised some of the plans for
funding as " higher education by
versities.
Mr Baker and his Higher Edu- Government diktat " . Concern
cation Junior Minister George amongst academics has centred
Walden have also been concerned around the fact that while the
to find a larger role for industry in paper envisages more students , it
the new university funding sys- makes no mention of more
tem. In a move which reflects this resources -either for the univerconcern , the White Paper states sities or for the support of the stu-.
·
that the chairman of the UFC will dents.
Labour's education spokesbe from outside the academic
world. The UFC will also have a man , Mr Giles Radice , has com>trong
industrial
presence mented that Mr Baker's extra stuamongst its members. The new dents are not enough. "As indusbody is in line with the recommen- try has already made clear," he
dations of the recent Croham said, "this is insufficient to meet
its demands let alone provide a
Report.
The White Paper also goes on much wider group with higher
education."
to tackle the problem of the
It is thought that Mr Baker has
number of students in higher education. Presently, onlv 14 percent had some problems with Cabinet
colleagues over the cost of the
of British 1$-year-olds go on to
proposals.
higher education - the figure for
With the present system of stuuniversities alone being somedent grants , the cost of maintainwhat lower-a figure which coming students would rise instead of
pares badly with other Weste~n
fall , as is presently projected. The
countries. The Government now
Government seems likely to look
envisages stepping up the number
to the Review of Student Support
of students recruited to underunder George Walden to produce
graduate courses, so that graduate
recommendations - such as stunumbers will be maintained in
dent loans - which will cut these
spite of a drop in the number of costs.

The Scottish angle
by Gary Duncan
The Government's new education White Paper, Meeting the
Challenge, substantially rejects
the recommendations of the 1985
report of the Scottish Tertiary
Education Advisory Council
(STEAC) on Higher Education in
Scotland - which was the subject
of considerable controvery when
it was published.
One of the central STEAC
recommendations was that a separate body be set up to control the
funding of the Scottish universities.
However, the White Paper
published this month makes clear
that the eight Scottish universities
will continue to be funded by the
same body as the English ones -

the new University ·funding
Council.
In a Commons statement, Mr
Malcolm Rifkind , the Secretary of
State for Scotland , explained that
in reaching the decision to reject
the STEAC proposal , he had recognised that six of the eight Scottish universities including
Edinburgh - had opposed a separate funding body. He did feel
that there was nevertheless a need
for co-ordination between Scottish institutions and it had therefore been decided that the new
UFC would have a special Scottish Committee which said "will
mark a very important development" in the relationship of the
Scottish Secretary with the universities.

Communists triumph in NUS ballot
by Jeff Sinton
In a surprise result, Communist
students have ousted the Liberals
and Social Democrats only representative on the national execu·
tive of the National Union of Students (NUS) in the Union'srecent
elections. This is the first time for
over 40 years that Communists
have had a taste of real power
within the NUS. The National

Organisation of Labour Students
also failed badly in the elective.
The shock result . for the
Alliance happened when their
candidates lost to three Communist candidates, who had
activbely campaigned on gay , lesbian and women's issues , in the
election to part-time posts , and
the Alliance lost its only full-time
executive post held by Mr Mau

Cole.
.
Mr Cole is reported to have said
that as a result of the elections , the
Alliance no ·1onger recognises the
NUS as representative of the
views of students , since the only
major political party represented
on the'executive of the NUS is the
Labour Party. However , in the
executive elections , the National
Organisation of Labour Students

lost some of its part-time seats to
independents.
Tactical voting, and behind the
scenes deals are blamed for the
Alliance's performance, and it has
been suggested that mefI!bers ·of .
the Liberal Party gave their support to Trotskyite candidaies
instead of candidates from the
Social Democratic Party.

Unions under threat from
Tory students' report
by Emma Simpson
Education Secretary Kenneth
Baker has commissioned a report
into the legal steps which might be
taken to end university funding of
the so-called Student Union
"closed shop".
Mr Baker has asked the Conservative Collegiate Forum, the
new Conservative student organisation, to prepare a paper with a
view to making changes after the
next election.
. .
The Students' Association
here , like all student unions, is
currently funded by the U niver-·
sity, which receives an amount per
student from the Government as
part of the grant awards.
The result of the paper , if
implemented, would mean that
membership of the Association
would
become
voluntary.
According to EUSA President

Cathy Presland , "this would mean "are an excellent idea".
the whole organisation would colPridgeon does think that there
lapse".
·
.
would be a " difficulty" in getting
· Presently·, BUSA receives a students to join up. However ,
£660,919 grant from the total ·"students wowd benefit from the
grant given to the University. This competition, since individuals1
money is used to finance all the wouid have the right to choose ,
available student services and and this in turn would provide betsocieties.
ter services which would benefit
Presland believes if "voluntary students more as a whole".
membership" was introduced,
The commissioning of the
EUSA would not be able to pro- report follows a similar inquiry
vide money for services or held 18 months ago into the possisocieties at "anywhere near the ble introduction of student union
same size. For example, welfare voluntary membership , outlined
staff and the Money Advice in a Government Green Paper.
Centre would be seriuously
Cathy Presland claims the
affected, and major repairs like underlying reason for the reports
those in Chambers Street Union to be that Ministers feel the funds
two years ago would simply not be for the student unions are mainly
do~D" Conservative Club Presi- for " politicking" and that , "Minisdent Charles Pridgeon feels that ters are not aware of the range of
f
services we provide
the possible proposals for :,:re;;;.:;:o,;,;rm
~~====~======

Traverse
travails
·JY Jacqueline Brown
Edinburgh's Traverse Theatre
: lub , opened in 1963 with the pol.cy of solely producing new plays ,
faces serious financial constramts
fo llowing a decision by the Scottish Arts Council to reduce the
company's grant for new writing.
The Traverse asked for £19,000
for new writing - over and above
its annual grant - but this grant
has in fact been cut from £15,000
last year to £11,000. Ms Anne
Bonnar, general manager of the
Traverse , commented: "This is a
very substantial cut. It is incomprehensible to us that our grant
has been reduced, when the new
writing budget has been increased
from £55 ,000 last year to
£72 ,000."
The Scottish Arts Council'~
lrama director , Mr Robert
Palmer said that the Council had
·eceived twice as many applica:ions for new writing grants this
fear than previously. "The cut in
:he Traverse's grant is an indication of the number of requests we
had from other companies. There
ire 16 major drama companies in
Scotland and 12 others undertaking new projects, making 28 in
total. The drama committee
decided to spread the money."

Ms Bonnar opposes the Council's decision to benefit more companies: "The Traverse has argued
quite consistently for the centralisation of new writing money. The
Traverse is the only company to
do only new productions. We are
unique in Britain. We are the writer's theatre company and so can't
be compared with other com-

panies. "
The Traverse has received "an
inflationary increase" in its annual
grant from last year's figure of
£207 ,000 to £216,000 for 1987-88.
This is the third largest amount
allocated by the Scottish Arts
Council , putting the Traverse
behind the Royal Lyceum
Theatre and the Citizens Theatre
in Glasgow.
Mr Paliner pointed out that
local authority subsidy is low and
suggested· tliat as " tlie Traverse is
important to Scotland" anr
increase shciu:d come from E ''nburgh District Council and Lothian District Council. "Last year
the Scottish Arts Council provided £216,000, Edinburgh District Council donated £40,000 and
.· Lothian Regional Council gave
'. nothing. This puts the Scottish
Arts O:mncil donation out of
balance. We feel that the local
authorilies should rethink their
grant."

GLASGOW: The battlefield of
the recent SRC Executive elections is strewn with accusations of
"gay-basher" and " faggot" .
Defeated candidate for Education Convener, Des Martin , is
accusing the successful candidate ,
Hugh O ' Donnell , of " gay-bashing", saying that O'Donnell had
attracted the anti-gay vote by
highlighting Des Martin's performance as Gay and Lesbian Rights
Convener.
Yet , it appears that Des Martin
neglected his convener's position ,
and then ran a heterosexual campaign , exposing himself to accusations of "caree rist".
Gaysoc
President
Wilson
Paterson has accused the defeated
candidate of having stabbed
Gaysoc in the back. An associate
of Gaysoc even went as far as to
call him " nothing but a fucking little faggot". One might ask whose
side she was on?

Jenkins
double
OXFORD: Mr Roy Jenkins last
month achieved an almost unique
distinction by being that rare combination of an ex-Chancellor of
the Exchequer and Chancellor of
Oxford University.
He is reported to have rejected·
the idea that there might be any
serious conflict between his
intended role as "tribune for the
whole of a nation's higher education system" and his activities as a
leading member ~f the SDP. He
believes his party's policies and
outlook match quite suitably
those of the university .
Mr Jenkins triumphed in his
election over two Tories , Lord
Blake and Edward Heath , the
former Prime Minister. In fact it
has been suggested that he won
due to a split in the vote for the
Tories.

Sheep trial
Winnie Mandela: honest victory?

Dirty tricks claims in
Mandela election
The allegations have been disWinnie Mandela, wife of the missed
by
the
University
jailed ANC leader Nelson Mandela ahthorities as a publicity stunt,
has been elected as Rector of Glas- and the SRC President David
gow University in a ballot which Re nnie says that the Reverend
attracted less than 25% of students Riches who produced the docuto turn out and vote. Since the elec- ment merely made available
tion allegations have been made information about th e Bishop's
about a " dirty tricks campaign" background.
mounted
against
one
Mrs
Other claims have been made
Meadela's opponents, Bishop that some of the Bishop's supporMokoena.
ters were members of the
Supporters of the Bishop allege allegedly racist British National
that a member of University staff Party , and that they intimidated
broke a rule prohibiting staff from coloured students in the Queen
participating in the campaigns of Margaret Union during the
Rectorlal candidates by produc- Rectorial Campaign Disco . One
ing a document linking the Bishop of the students involved has subwith the all-white and therefore sequently denied any involvement
"apartheid"
Dutch
R eform of the South African Government
Church.
in the affair.
The Traverse has applied for its
annual grant from the District
Council and is awaiting its decision. Ms Bonnar said that the
company is discussing extra funding from Lothian Regional Council despite the fact that Arts and
Recreation are no longer the
responsibility of the Regional
Council.
The Arts Council expressed
concern over poor audience

figures , and are a lso encouraging
the Traverse to find private spon-·
sorship. "The Traverse fills only
50 seats every night ; we think that
it could fill 80 or 90 ," commented
Mr Palmer. Ms Bonnar stated that
the size of audience is increasing
· with more students attending
plays. "Students used to make up
10 per cent of the audience, they
now account for 40 to 50 per cent.

DUNDEE: The President ot
Dundee University's Medical
Society, Mark Saunders, who as re ported in a recent issue ot
Student - cavorted naked with a
severed sheep's head at an Animal Rights disco , has admitted
committing a breach of the peace
by " making indecent gestures".
Dundee Sheriff Court was told
bow Saunders had been strippec
by fellow students and had dis·
played himself for two hours m 2
lounge bar, where he had been thf
;ubject of much amusement a115
no complaints, before moving on
to the disco . T he court fln~d M1
Saunders £50.

Scandal MP
hits students
HULL: Controversial MP Harvey Proctor, presently embroiled
in court battles over allegations of
spanking sessions with teenage
male prostitutes , hit the heald.ines
again during the Easter vacation.
The national press reported
claims that the MP's car had delib-

erately run down students Whil
Mr Proctor was visiting Hull Uni'.
verslly.
Mr Proctor had been invited to
speak at a pnvate meeting of Con.
servative students, but on arrival
he was greete~ b~ a crowd of
about 400 1eerm11, · student
demonstrators, preventing hirn
from entering the lecture hall.
Apparently , Proctor had to be
rushed back to his car by minders.
The driver then allegedly reversed
suddenly over the road and into a
flowe r bed , knocking over several
students in the process, it is
claimed. The driver is then said to
have driven off at speed, seern.
ingly unperturbed by the bodies
lyi ng in the road.
T hree people needed hospital
treatment following the incident
including one with a fractured
ankle. The police arrived eventu.
ally to restore order , and con.
ducted an investigation.

Hanging judge
condemned
for speech
TRENT POLY: The fundamental non-political principles of the
judiciary were ignored by a 71.year-old judge last week during a
speech to law students at Trent
Po lytechnic in Nottingham.
Judge Michael Argyle, after
checking the press were absent,
claimed that there are over five
million illegal immigrants in Bri·
tain, and pointed the finger at
Bradford for proof. He went on to
accuse the Government of failing
miserably in law and order,
suggesting that judges should be
given the right to impose the
death penalty in severe cases of
child kidnapping, blackmail, drug
offences , and armed robbery, all
of which presently carry a
minimum penalty of 15 years.
Labour MP Martin Flannery
has called for Judge Argyle's res·
ignation and demanded an inquiry
into the judicial selection process.
One student, Michael McCol·
gan, has written to the Lord Chan·
cellor's Office to complain
because he was so shocked by the
outburst.

Robin
. Day
ID

food fight fiasco
EXETER: A dinner attende.d
by television personality Sir
Robin Day at Exeter Univer~ity
last week turned riotous w en
rowdy drunken studen 1s pro·d
ceeded to throw bread rolls t~r
other food missiles at 0 y
. f.amous "Hoora
guests. The in
·ned
Henries" are said to have rui. fil·
the evening with antics such ~~av·
Jing condoms with food and and
ing them on chee_seboards ,
vomiting over furniture.
Dean
Sir Robin D ay said to the Mr
of the Law Faculty at Exet~r,ring
David Perrot , that he left ~ no
the dinner because " he s~ had
point in staying although ,, e
been looking forward to 11 · f the
However , the presenter d~nied
BBC's Question Time later 'bed
.
.
d descn
leaving the dinner ~n
rnerelY
the students' behav10ur as buSY
" lively". He had been to~ernale
talking to his attractive 5 to
neighbour , he to ld the P~; ; 5 .
notice the anucs of the stu

0
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by
Cruickshank and
Moody
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Simply Too Outrageous
Student unions a~e unde~ thr.eat. .As reported on page 4,
Kenneth Baker 1s cons1dermg mtroducing voluntary
student union membership. The only reason this idea has
not received much attention is because it is so outrageous
that no one could possibly take it seriously.
At present, universities receive money to fund student
unions. If vol?ntary student union membership were
intro.duced1 this sy~tei_n .would probably be replaced by
one m which the m~1v1~ual student received, say, an
extra £50 each year m his grant, which he could use to
join a student union ifhe wished. Equally, he or she might
choose to use the money to supplement the "already
generous grant" (see front page). Student unions could
cease to exist, with three dire effects.
Firstly, all the cultural and sporting facilities which
student unions fund would suffer. Undoubtably acting in
a play, organising a society, listening to guest speakers
and even playing in a rugby match are as important parts
of the educational experience as academic study.
Secondly, students would be deprived of many
necessary facilities. Student unions subsidise food and
e.ntertainment, and provide welfare facilities, which a
low income group like the student population cannot
afford to lose.
Thirdly, political representation would suffer. In the
unlikely event of student unions surviving such a
proposal, they would become less representative of the
student body, because not everyone would join. This
would effectively wipe out all credibility they might have
as a negotiating force with universities, or, indeed,
anyone else.
This proposal is a result of the Tory fetish of the free
market. Voluntary student unions, supporters argue,
would give students a choice. But new students arriving
at university are not in a position to choose whether or not
to belong to an organisation of which they know nothing.
More importantly, there is no point having a choice if, as
would be likely, there is nothing to choose.
Kenneth Baker is an intelligent man and he cannot take
the choice argument seriously. His real motive is more
sinister. Like his colleagues, he thinks student unionists
spend all their time throwing eggs at Cabinet Ministers,
and he wants to emasculate them as a political force. This
is symptomatic of the Government's undemocratic
hostility to any political threat (like the GLC, the unions,
the BBC). Even if the proposal comes to nothing, it is
worrying for that reason alone.
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Grrr. • • oundling
Dear Editor'

~ you really think that by
pnntmg a scurrilous article like
"Groundling Goes Senile" is
going to provoke the support of
the ordinary people for us students?
One can only hope that the
ordinary person does not aS!less
the extraordinary sordid views of
Groundling to be comparable to
the views of the ordinary student.
M?st so-called ordinary people
consider peace and justice to be
the two greatest needs of our
world t~ay . The one person who
exemplifies these two ideals
perhaps better than anyone else is .
Mother Teresa of Calcutta. In
1972 the President of the Republic
of India said of this woman:
"Mother Teresa is one of those
liberated souls who have transcended all barriers presented by
race , religion and nationality. In
our present day troubled world,
Dear Editor,
Having just read the nauseating, mindless drivel of Groundling, I feel disgusted to have subscribed to a "paper" carrying such
trashy articles, unworthy even of
the gutter press.
Is it supposed to be funny to
write cheap articles depicting old
folk's homes as full of "useless
octogenarians", leeches on the
taxpayer's back, whose lives are
composed of shitting right , left"
and centre and irritating the pissed-off staff.
Besides being a superficial, prejudicial and unrepresentative
view of the life of old people, it

incessantly plagued by conflict
and hatred, the life that is lived
and the work that is carried out by
people like Mother Teresa bring
new hope for the future of mankind." Seven years later, in 1979,
the world community recognised
this woman's contribution to
peace and justice by awarding her
with the Nobel Peace Prize.
Mother Teresa was nearly 70
Dear Editor,

You are right to say in your
edttorial that students have an
"image problem". It's not much
wonder when articles like the
"G roundling" of 12.3.87 are considered worth of publicatio n. We
wonder if the person who wrote it
would be happy 10 show it to his o r
her granny .
Yours since rely,
John Petrie
John D. Henderson
Kasia Boddy

years old when she received the
Nobel Peace Prize, in less than
two and a half years she will be an
octogenarian. Yet the omnipotent
Groundling
recommends
"euthanasia" for old people like
Mother Teresa. He would
"string" her "up" and effectively
extinguish one of the few lights
left to give us hope in this dark
world.
The irony is that in printing
such an invidious article you have
no doubt further alienated us students from the ordinary people.
Next time you decide to arouse us
from our apathy don't be so impudent as to do it at the expense of
our elderly brothers and sisters. I
recommend , instead, that you
promote the ideals of peace and
justice like the elderly Mother
Teresa, you will get a better
response and you will surely
improve our "image".
Sincerely,
John P. Harrington

smacks of an underlying belief
which I find repugnant . That is a who don't conform to a narrowly
rejection and disdain for individu- defined norm are viewed as obsoals/groups who are outside the lescent and non-productive , to be
"productive, socially useful " discarded . There is a maxim
stream of society, supposedly which says if you're not part of the
serving no function· and parasitic solution, then you're part of the
problem. If by our acquiescence
on our economic resources.
Which "pariah" of society next such views prevail , and in the face
week in Student, perhaps the of our inaction the already poor
handicapped; will they be social position of the handicapstereotyped and derided as "spac- ped , the elderly, the homeless is
kers", incoherent, wheelchair- eroded further , are we not equally
ridden, sometimes incontinent responsible?
As for Student , it should stick to
individuals, obviously lacking any
blow-job stories for cheap laughs.
quality of life.
John Watters,
Society shouldn't be run on a
ESCAGroup.
factory basis, where those people

AIDS: The Moral Angle
Dear Editor,
of view, I personally would have in general as intent on the much
I was not a lit1le distressed on hoped to see a higher standard of ciiched "Victorian values" of perlooking through Midweek of invididual morality advocated, for sonal integrity a nd morality ,
March 11th to find Mr Gray of the such would resolve many social soci?) reform and compassion as
Revolutionary Communist Soci- problems besides this particular Mr Gray so fondly imagines, we
ety airing his views on the unav- nightmare. Yel whatever rights should probably not find ourseoidable subject of AIDS. It seems and wrongs of the matter , it is lves in an intolerant system where
that he has quite misunderstood essential that the victims are people are drawn towards drugthe aim of the Government infor- accepted rather than condemned, abuse and sexual immorality as a
mation campaign, which has been and that they are cared for rather means of escape from the finance
ti make the public aware of the than used as a vehicle for political orientated world around them.
myths and the real dangers of the idealism.
Yours faithfully,
disease, to combat prejudice and
Finally, in defence of the
C. Hazel McNair
to encourage suffers to seek help. nineteenth-century, were the preSpeaking from a Christian point sent governmeni and our society

Praising Potterrow
conditions with good results. Also
on the entertainment side, the
new-look disco has been an
astounding success with many
packed nights and bar takings up
over 50 per cent for the same
period last year. As for violence,
one only has to look at the difference between the Potterrow-run
Wednesday and Friday nights and
the Chambers Streel-run Thursday night rock disco and the difference is evident. The only
troublemakers at the Potterrow
are those black clad crimped

idiots who have had o ne too many,
cider and black , and those neanderthals who have got lost on their
way to another . union . In both
cases the committee works excellently to control and stop trouble
before it starts. Finally; I would
like to publicly praise the whole
committee as the best I have
worked with (and I've seen a
few!) . I am proud to have been
with them all and can only say
keep it up , Beverly, l'm always
ri~ht behind all of. you .
Bat

---------------Crossword
ANSWERS

Across: 1Oever, 2 Neat, 8 Overcast, 9 Impale, 10 Extent, 11 Sir,
12 Spank , 14 Thugs, 16 Asp, 18
Amoral, 20 Cape Hom , 23 Room,
24 Idleness.
·
Down: 1 Keep Mum , 2 Extra, ·3
Scores, 4 Keener, 5 Resin ; 6
Scotch, 13 Career, 15 Gallows, 16
Almond , 17 Prince, 19 Mean, 21
Morse.
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April 2 saw Edinburgh's contribution to the AIDS charity in
the form of a gala concert and party. The Student Music
Pages were there in body and blitzed out of their minds .. .

mores, Jesse Rae and the
Thistles were the thing to see
at this month's AIDS Action .
party.

It must be said that the Jock
track This ls The Sea, and even haggis- waving was not as funny as
this was altered to hectic up- the MMFC or the " whatever-haptempo and thrashing keyboards. pened-to-Scotland-the-Brave" of
The audience loved them; lilting the Proclaimers. Jesse Rae was
liquid strings , gritty vocals about the great country.s ide , the
"Swing your hips , loose your head wealth of fresh air of this nation
and let it swing!".
a nd big trains.
Back down to earth again with
Paul Haig was so busy bemg
an interlude from The Merry Mac
Fun Company. Clad in lo ud shorts trendy that he forgot that he had
and even louder tartan jackets, an audience. H e seemed to be
the three lads sped through an having a good time though , witfi
hilarious assortment of songs and the odd smirk or two. His posiness
sketches in their usual piss-taking was forgiven as brill songs like
manner. My favourite had to be 'The Only Truth' and a good
the plug for Larry 's Lunchette on ·band, including Botany 500 drumgood old Nicolson
Street: mer, made him one of the best
"There 's a place we like to go-o,/ acts of the night. Groovy haircut
Just
across
from
Mecca too.
Bingo . . . "
Enter The Communards and a
sharp slick sound, a group of true
professionals who should have
. stolen the show. Instead, the audiPhoto: Louise Mackay ence ,
with
now
flagging .

S~fe songs for safe sex; the Com.muna rds
start to the evening - boppy ,
catchy tunes - but I couldn't help
AIDS GALA CONCERT
wondering
whether I
was
Usher H all
applauding them or their similarity to Hipsway . James Grant
Try handing out free con- jerked about in a desperate
doms to a packed Usher Hall attempt to imitate his buddy Skin,
but for all that they gave a lively
and the result, not surpris- performance. Songs included
ingly, is a mini Oeet of bal-· Candybar Express, by far the
loons, which says it all really: best , the new single River of
Despite constant reminders People and fragments of Friends
from MCs Clare Grogan and Again days with the slowie You're
Billy Sloan about the reason, Beautiful. {\.nd so are you James,
behind this concert, there was 'YOU poseur, you.

little doubt that the audience
From . quiffs and candybars to
was here solely for the music. candour as pop was replaced by
The evening began with the far
from encouraging announcement
that Win couldn't make it , but
who better to deliver the news
tha11 the gushing Ms Grogan ; one
flash of her midriff and all seemed
to be forgiven .
Love and Money gave a good

the eccentric and soulful strains of
The Waterboys, fresh back from
Ireland . This was a long-awaited
appearance, and definitely the
highlight of the evening , despite
the absence of more familiar
material. There was o nly one concession to the last album , the title

enthusiasm, gave them a disappointing reception. Nevertheless,
the relentless Jim wiggled his way
through a number of hits. This
was sheer pop: clean , crisp , but
most of all danceable music. anyone not on their feet by now had
to be sti ll reeling with shock at Ms
Grogan and her painted-on
breeks. Finally , what had seemed
like a party on stage ended on
what should have been a high
note, but with no Sarah Jane it left
only wee Jimmy to wail: "D on't
leave me this way ... " .
Gillian Drummond

AIDS BENEFIT GALA
PARTY
Assembly Rooms
Lovers of Scottish pride
(not the lager!), tartan miniskirts and enormous. clay-

I ~lookknow ~I
The arcafle lights are hanging certain vulgar charm, don' t you more interesti~gly The Dog-Faced
down
think?
Hermans are special guests of the
The rain surrenders io the
Venue's Cracker Factory Club.
If
you
can't
drag
yourself
along
to
town
They are currently recording their
Go-bes on Friday night you first Peel session so might be worth
The world of men don't mean the
could always check out Student seeing before they're really fama thing
Music Pages reporter Bruce HopWhen all they gfre you is a kins ; debut on ax,e for the ous.
diamond ring.
Desperadoes in the heady rock n '
Irish band The Stars of Heaven

(Bachelor Kisse~) roll environs of Queen Margaret
The Go-Betweens' records, College . . . Just too late for the
from their quirky debut .Lee NME photo session there Bruce ..
Remick and their uncertain begin- ·
nings in Brisbane through to the
glossy self-assured adult pop of the
recent Right Here single, have
been pos.wssect of an insight and
senstivity that shows up most of
today's pop for the shallow, undemanding pastiche it undoubtedly
is. They play the Hoochle Coochie
this Friday, supported by the
interesting, if hard-drinking,
Lowlife from Grangemouth. Be
there to hear the Go-bes promote
their forthcoming LP Talulah.

last year released an interesting
LP Sacred Heart Hotel with plenty
of lovelorn yet intelligent songs
made all the more appealing by the
distinctly country and western
feel. The recent Holyhead EP is
equally attractive and I shall certainly be at Coasrers tonight where
they are supporting The Mighty
Teardrops. Sorry, I mean The
Mighty Lemon Drops, and those
comparisons with Copey's old
band have· probably been overdone. Nevertheless they are one of
the duller of the whole new indie
pop/C86 scene, and I expect the
support band to be the highli2ht.

For all you devotees of McEwan's lager ads, Win play at Coasters on Monday promoting their
LP Vb Tears Baby and single
Super Popoid Groove. It has been
rather sad to see Win constantly·
rereleaslng their Oop singles, so I
think they deserve some suppori.
You've Got The Power does have a

The Wiid Boys, The Reflex, Girls
on Fiim, Planet Earth, Careless
Memories ••• Yes the revamped'.
Duran Duran (without that horrible bitchy boy Andy Taylor) are at
the Playhouse on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Tickets £9 and £11 ..
what a bargain!
Amy

•
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Godlike G-Bes: Hoochie Coochie,
The Venueseemstobesavingmost
of its treats for May (of which
more details next week) but
tonightfeatures King Kurt(for t.he
juvenile-minded amongst you) and
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Billy Mck'enzies short and shambJ.
ing set backed by a few members
of The Shamen was a great disappointment. BiHy of late has
been resting on his laurels , and his
ability to furnish a good quot
However you can 't build an entir~·
career on interviews and Billy will
Jiave to start delivering soon
Tonight's performance was a~
embarrassment , even if the audi.
ence were an indulgent one.
Pissed out of their minds and
joined by various McCluskey
Bros, ·Mike Scott and some
Waterboys and anyone who
wanted•to join in , We Free Kings
rounded off the evening in fine
style. Most of the audience were
too busy jumping around and spilling each others drinks to bother
remembering the song titles
(that's my excuse anyway) but We
Free Kings caught the spirit of the
occasion and unlike some of the
earlier acts dido 't bother striking
any poses .
StudentGala
Party
People;
Anonymous; Emma Simpson and
Tom Lappin
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COMPETITION TIME!
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.;

Jimmy Grant, every, little 2irl's
dream
Photo: John Lindsay
Cherrio , cheerio, cheerio ... to
Goodbye Mr Mackenzie who won
the most boring act of the night
award. Lead singer Martin Metcalfe looked and sounded in pain .
So were we listening to him. No
wonder either having to sing such
crappy run of the mill dross. Punters ventured to better happenings downstairs since nothing was
happening with Goodbye Mr
Mackenzie .
·

Those wonderful Dance Factory
people have kindly donated two
tickets to the Julian Cope concert
at the Queen 's Hall on the 3rd or
May. To win just answer the two
simple questfons below and give in
your answers at 48 the Pleasance.
1) What was the name of the band
Julian formed with Pete Wylie and
Ian McCullough?
2) What was the Teardrop
Explodes' first LP.
Closing

date

April

28th

The REGULAR MUSIC

COASTERS
POSTER
@The Mighty Lemon Dr?s

11!.Jll.

THE G~.:.~~TWEENS

APRIL

ZJ-

A
the soupdragons
-4 ,.__________
_
COASTERS - WEST TOLLCROSS, EDINBUhGH
Tickets from Virgin and Ripping Records and at the doOI'

Towards the end of la~t n_ionth, Jane Carlton took her life in her hands

~fRAGEDv

AND

HISTORY

Anyone been to the Dragonara Hotel? Nope? OK, follow
me. Enter via the automatic sliding doors, where you reach
out to push them open and find the frigging things open
themselves; walk down endless flights of stairs carpeted in
Hilda Ogden-t~pe sy~thetic velvet (''very tasteful, chuck");
enter a large d~mly ht cavern and af~er falling a. over t. on
the Mr Sheen tiles, seat yourself next to the six members of
China Crisis.
Got the picture?

Well here we are again.
Another Easter vacation
over, another holiday in the
Bahamas passed up. Just so
that I could bring you
reviews of some concerts. I
hate to keep harping on about
the sacrifices I make for you ,
but I do rather get the feeling
that I'm not appreciated any
more.
First off in this little festive season was Courtney Pine , making
his long awaited first appearance
in Edinburgh. "What did he
sound like? Was he as good as he
was in Glasgow?" I hear you all
ask. It's difficult to say, because
you don't really notice how he
sounds, you're sort of overwhelmed by the way he looks .
Dressed sharp enough to shave
with, he oozes on sta$e. Women

all over the hall swoon . Bodies
collapse in the aisles. If he hadn 't
even picked up a sax all night, half
the audience would still have
loved him . Not being easily
swayed as the weaker sex, (just a
little joke there sisters) I can
report that he played remarkably
well. If anything he seems much
more confident than he did in
Glasgow . An eight minute coda at
the end of Misty underlines this,
as do his little japes and chats with
the audience. What a guy .
Odd, that in the same week as
Courtney finally makes Edinburgh , Wayne Shorter, one of bis
acknowledged influences , should
hit the same stage. Former Miles
Davis sideman and founder
member of Weather Report ,
Shorter now fronts a five-piece
band, featuring female drummer
and percussionist. It was all a bit
loud. Not all relaxed and , once
you'd fought your way through all
the layers and sounds , not at all
worth the effort . I sat there longing to hear a good tune . Just like
the ones Shorter used to rattle out
in the sixties, or the ones Weather
Report rattled out in the midseventies, or like the one Shorter
rattles out on Dexter Gordon's
"Other Side of Round Midnight',.
Maybe I'm just gettin,g old, but I
could have strangled his keyboard
player.

ls Courtney playing a lament for
James Jazz?
Photo: Paul Hutton
Even if you can't be bothered
going to any of the excellent concerts coming up at the Queen's
Hall (okay, so the Merlin's gone)
then at least make an attempt to
get to the Dizzy Gillespie and
Sarah Vaughan concerts at the
Glasgow Jazz Festival. You get a
chance to see these people about
as often as you get the chance to
see Falkirk win (stuffed the
Accies last week though) so kill
for a ticket if you have to.
James Jazz

As 'girlie-pop' frenzy sweeps the country, Tom Lappin
remembers a band five years ahead of their time: Girls At
Our Best!

GETTING
NOWHERE
FAST

So there I was, confronted by two of Britain's leading pop artists,
Messrs Garry Daly and Eddie Lundon. CC have had numerous hits
over the past five years; African and White, Black Man Ray and now
Best Kept Secret off their new LP What Price Paradise? Now on a
world tour, they took time off to chat to little ol' me in between a gig
at the Queen's Hall and one in Redcar. REDCAR?!! So what's so
whacky about Redcar?
"It's the centre of the universe, y'know," says Garry. "They go
berserk."
"Yeah, so did I!" chips in Stuart Nisbett, the tour manager, whose
claim to fame is having his bum groped by Muriel Gray. Poor guy lost
his clothes in Liverpool, hence his resemblance to Sir Les Patterson on
a bad day.

Everywhere you lok nowadays, there seems to be one of
those girlie pop/cutie/call 'em what you will groups springing up to plague you. You know the type: winsome misses
singing lovelorn lines about teenage romance over that old
post- Mary Chain fuzz thrash, usually played by a bunch of
ruffian lads who always look a little bit miffed that the girlies
have joined in their boys' games and spoiied everything as
usual .

The tour encompasses USA and possibly Australia too; does that
leave much time for sightseeing?
. "Not a lot," says Eddie, " though we've a week before of interviews
m LA. The press are good to us abroad, unlike here, but then we don 't
buy any papers unless we're in them anyway!" And the British press?
"We don't like 'em much- we've bad one great review by some bloke
from Cut when we played a village up north with a population of
about fuckin' 34. What a gig!"
Born in Liverpool and sounding like something out of Brookside,
Garry and Eddie were brought up together (Eddie still stays with his
Mam and Dad). Early musical influences were Bowie and Stevie
Wonder, and now? Eddie: "Anything, some classical, early
Psychedelic Furs." Garry: ''David Glass, it's immaterial and
romantic classics like Debussy.." The two lads got to know Simple
Minds and after bringing African and White out, were asked to go
louring with them.
"But we weren't an instant success," says Garry. ''We' d been
. formed two years, had four singles out and people were writing us off.
Then, suddenly, THE HIT SINGLE!!" And instant fame? "Na, not
realty. We're one of those bands who've got a forgettable name China, um, Syndrome, er, China Crash .... We've never gone after
fame; it's more the basic things of having an audience, being able to
Work, you know?"

In walks The Musical Prostitute, otherwise known as Kevin, the
drummer, recovering from a fight with one of his drumsticks the
Previous night (the drumstick won). Do you all get on? "No, hate each
other's· guts! It's like we're married, ·SO we've got to." Gaza, the big
bassist slnrps,his coffee using a plaster-covered paw. "I rip the ends
of me fingers playing," be grins. He'd never met Garry or Eddie
before, but "I was the only one who turned up to the audition, so •. •"
·Who does the writing? Garry: ''Both of us, we've no set themes, but
Write about things around us, people we kndw. We do tapes in the
bedroom, then follow them up. Political songs -na! They're fuckin '
boring! Why should musicians have to write about politics? How
many politicians write songs?" Point taken.

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulOllS
hot and cold meals from

12 noon-9 p.m.
Alsotr:v our Sunday Lunches from

12.30-2 p.m.
Lookout a our-Goldln Oldill
Nlght.,.yTUlldly llld our
Sandly Night Diieo

CC have chopped and changed their producers, from Mike

........, frll

Wmstanby on What Price Paradise? Any reason? Eddie: "No, it's
gOod to change. And no one's produced a No. I for us yet, so .•• We'll
get a new name soon - China Reject!"
. And your ultimate ambition? ''To have a so°I played during halftime at a footbaD match!"
Seems possible. Who knows, if the success of their current LP
. continues, they might even be heard on Brookside.

OPEN 11 am to 1 am

lf~wlett on Possible Pop Songs Vol. Il to Clive Langer and Alan

_ The quarrelsome Shoppies started it all off about 18 months ago,
but since then countless examples have crawled out, loudly displaying
their Ramones and Blondie innuences, These range from the pathetically embarrassing Fuzzbox, through the ' really stupid' Primitfres,
drippy Flatmates and sickeningly twee -Talulah Gosh, to the rather
butcher end of the genre exemplified by Jesse Garon and the~
Desperadoes and the Fizzbombs. But , hold on a moment, haven 't we
had this sort of thing once before, and done rather more amusingly at
that? Yes, of course, those heady days of 1980-81 and a chirpy little
four-piece affair from Leeds known as Girls At Our Best!
Seemingly forgotten .nowadays GAOB! consistently brightened up a
pretty drab scene for several months. Do you remember those far-off
days at the beginning of the 80s? Ian Curtis was dead and didn't you
know it. OK, so we still had Orange Juice and the Teardrops, but
everything else was gloom, gloom, gloom. Girls At Our Best! cheered
things up considerably with their humour, melodies and playful
satires. Over four singles and one wonderful LP, they never failed to
charm.
Singer Judy Evans was at the heart of this. Riding roughshod over
rumours that she was related to David Owen, Judy sang purely and
sweetly with a wicked undercurrent of sarcasm. Strangely enough it
was on the first single, Getting Nowhere Fast, that she sounded most
cynical and world weary; by the last Fast Boyfriends she was coming
across very carefree and frisky. Meanwhile bouncy backdrops of a
traditienal laddish rocky sort were provided by James Alan and
Gerard Swift on guitar and bass with a variety of drummers.
Needless to say, GAOB! never really got anywhere, though they
remained one of those indie groups whose records sell very respectably. The LP, Pleasure, (with a cameo appearance by Thomas Dolby)
even made an ·a n-too-brief showing in the charts, although it's very
hard to get hold of nowadays, which is a pity as it contains 11 spirited
· little pop gems. The real winners, however, were the singles, always
containing a spiteful edginess under the catchy choruses. Whether
taking the piss out of Miss World (Warm Girls), wliticians (Politics)
or Adam Ant (Go for Gold) , GAOB! were fun, fun , fun , I miss them
and those innocent youthful days ....
DISCOGRAPHY:
Singles:
Getting Nowhere Fast/Warm Girls (Record records: RR-I)
Politics/It's Fashion (Record records: RR ·2)
.Go for Gold/I'm Beautiful Now (Happy Birthday records: UR 4)
Fast Bo;itriendS/ThJs Train ls Bound For Glory (Happy Birthday
records: UR 5)

LPs , ,. ,

. .

,

Pleasure (Happy Birthday records: RULP 1)
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FILMHOUSE FILM

S 0 C 'LY C E U M NETHERBOW

Lothian Road
THE HITCHER
Grindlay St
228 2688
TAXI DRIVER
2299697
BETTY BLUE
Odeon, Clerk St.
23-25 Apr; 5.45, 8.15
Fri 24 April, 11.15, 1.20 ·
A naughty little French film about .Tense thriller (yikes!) as a driver
THE GLASS MENAGERIE
an ever-so-pretty couple who unsuspectingly picks up an axeFrom Fri ; 8 pm
romp and bonk their way around wielding homicidal maniac (well,
£2.50-£5.50
France.
almost) then a look at the less
Tenessee Williams story of a
TURTLE DIARY
seemly life in New York through
young crippled girl's difficulties
23-24 Apr; 2.30
the eyes of a cab driver.
in coming to terms with the conGlenda Jackson and Ben Kingsley STRANGERS KISS
straints her handicap forces on
in Pinter's story of loneliness, the LOVE LETTERS
her and the tensed family relafragility of human relationships George Square Theatre
tions which ensue. Set in St.
IVAN THE TERRIBLE
Sun 26 April; 6.45, 8.30
Louis in the 40's it examines the
24-25 Apr; 3.00, 7.00
A struggling film director accepts
girl's plight with a poignant
Tsar Ivan Grozny's struggle to free financial help by hiring a
charm.
the Russian Empire from the East- gangsters girlfriend but soon
em influence ·
problems arise. Next drool over
ONE DEADLY SUMMER
Jamie Lee Curtis who plays mis25 Apr; 11 pm .
tress to a married man.
Dare we say another sexy French LETTER To· BREZHNEV
thriller? Bound to get you feeling NO SURRENDER
·raunchy now the Metro is closed. George Square Theatre
FRINGE" DWELLERS
Wed 29 Apr; 6.45, 8.30
· 34 Hamilton Place
26-27 Apr; 6.30, 8.30
Bound to be a popular double bill,
226 5425
Depicts the real plight of the two excellent British films. First
aborigines who have been cast one about two scouse females
from their native homelal')d by who encounter a couple of Rus- MUGSHOT
imperialistic Western settlers
sian soldiers on a night out. Plus a 'Fri 24 Apr; 8 pm
BLACK ORPHEUS
hilarious story of feuding pension- £3 (£2)
27 Apr; 2.30 pm
_ ers on an unfortunate evening out. A thriller set in Glasgow, featuring
the intrepid detective Mac MarBased on the myth but set in modlowe, who more than slightly
ern-day Brazil.
resembles his namesake Philip.
Home Street, Tollcross
CLOCKWISE
Live jau adds to the atmosphere.
2284141
27-28 Apr; 6.45, 8.45
QUERELLE
28-29 Apr; 2.30
MOON IN THE GUTTER
Though John Cleese never seems·
Fri24; 11 .15pm£2 - .
to change, he never ceases to
Firstly a French sailor discovers
entertain. Here he plays a hapless
his sexuality ... rather predictaschoolmaster who can never quite
ble I would have thought, fol- Musselburgh
manage his obsession for punctulowed by the obsession of a 665 2240
ality.
young man with the loss of his
COMING UP ROSES
sister and a woman who bears an
28-29 Apr; 6.45, 8.45
uncanny resemblance to her,
IT'S NOT THE END OF THE
A redundant projectionist borMAD MAX 1 &2
WORLD
rows money from his boss' funSat25; 11.15pm£2
Fri 24; 8 pm
eral fund in an attempt to revive
The first is supposed to be good £2.50, £3.50
·
the cinema
· but as I fell asleep during the sec- From Theatre Workshop, a new
ond I would be deceiving us all if comedy which asks whether or
I were to give it my seal of not nuclear weapons are illegal
Newbattle terrace
approval. But you know what it's under international law.
all about so if it's your cup of tea
447 2660
go along. ·
CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.15,5.15,8.15
Yes, the one with all those classic KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN
Sun 26; 2.45 pm £2
one-liners such as "It's for washWilliam Hurt stars as a transvesing
your
backside"
and
"Strewth! It's a Sheila!" Paul tite sharing a prison cell with a
revolutionary
Hogan is very Australian.

43 High St.
556 9579
HEARTBREAK POLICY
Thur 23-Sat 25 April ; 8 pm
£1 .50, £2.50
Yes, the ageless problem offalling in love (numerous sighs off)
are tackled in this one-man com-·
edy. No doubt all lovesick students whose lovers ran off v,;ith
someone else over easter w ill
appreciate the sentiment.
MACLASH
Fri 24 April; 1O pm
Free
New show from the Merry Mac
Fun Co.
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DOMINION

THE COLOR OF MONEY
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Paul Newman and Tom Cruise in
the sequel to the Hustler, the least
well-deserved Oscar iri the least
inspiring film. .
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Oscar, oscar, oscar!

STANDBY ME
3.45 (not Sun), 5.30, 7 .15, 9.00
Phone to check dates.
Charmingly comic portrayal of a
childhood
pre-adolescent
through the recollections of a
middle-aged writer (Richard
Dreyfuss) and its influence on his
later life.

A B CIC A N N 0 N -=O~D=---=-E---=O::....__~N
Lothian Rd.
229 3030
STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE
HOME
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
All your old favourites (old being
the appropriate word), bent on
saving earth from doom and
destruction at the price of a few
unsuspecting extras. Abo.. t ti.me
they went home; this has been a
very long five year mission I
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
One of those film-based-on-theplay things. A touching tale of the

Clerk St.
667 7331
TOUGH GUYS
Fri Fri; 1,45, 6.00, 8.30
OAP geriatrics Kirk and Burt play a
couple of wizened crooks, back to
their oldtricks on their release
from prison, thus proving that
today's prison system doesn't.
work and that they're too old for
the cinema .
THE MOSQUITO COAST
From Fri ; 2.00, 5.25, 8.10
~unky ~arrison Ford, sick of trymg to hve the American Dream
flees ~ith his. family to the jungl~
· and tries a bit of swinging in the
relationship between a young trees instead.
talented deaf girl and her
teacher who is powerless to THE FOURTH PROTOCOL
make her wish to learn to talk.
From Fri, 2.15, 5.30, 8.15
Michael "cockney• Caine stars as
OVER THE TOP
Michael "just call me oscar"
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
SJy Stallone, having boxed the Caine in this revolutionary
world's ears, takes it on single- change in his acting style (ZZs) in
handedly as, wait for it, an arm the Frederic Forsythe novel,
wrestler I Oh well, you can't have complete with obligatory Russian agents.
•
brains and brawn
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Clerk Street
667 7331

On production of matricul
formance up to 6 pm for£
are non-smoking.

ROBERT HALPERN
Every Sat. night; 11.30 pm
Tickets : £2.50
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2LevenSt
2291201
NOT ABOUT HEROES
Till Sat; 7.30 pm, Sat Mat 2.Jci pm
From£3
Set during World War I, the play
concerns two English poets convalescing in an Edinburgh hospital. A Fringe winner.

PRINCESS IDA
Tue 28-Sat 2 May; 7.30 pm
£1.50-£4.50; Tue 2 for the price of
one
Tra-la-la I A Gilbert & Sullivan classic with all those outdated little
witticisms and foot-tapping tunes,
where everyone is in Jove with the
wrong person but, by some quirk
of fate, manages to sort himself
out by curtain down. Ahh I

Old College
Mon-Sat 10 a.:n-5 pm
HUMPHREY OCEAN/FERENS
GALLERY PERMANENT
COLLECTION
Lots of nice arty stuff, no doubt.

The Mound
5568921
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm;
Sun2pm-5pm
ROBERTNANTEUIL 1623-1678
Collection from the engraver to
the Court of Louis XIV.

GALLERY OF
MODERN ART SCOTTISH
GALLERY
Belford Rd
5568921
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm;
Sun 2pm-5pm
THE UNPAINTED LANDSCAPE
N- approaches in photography,
words and sculpture.

FILMH
Matinees cost 75p; early
£1 .50. These tickets are on
mance starts. No conces ·
you can book these in a
cinemas.

FILMS
Members get in free to all
can be purchased in adva
week and from the Postg
Place, at the weekend. Me

BE DLA
All tickets for lunchtime pr
your consum ption. Mem
allows reductions on all f
are held every Monday
interested in any aspect of

TRAVE
Exclusive offer this year
which allows many bene
Sunday performance; £2
before performance; free
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEU

TALBOT RICE NATIONAL
G A L L E. R Y GALLERY
6674308

Students pay fl .50 for all
The only exception is the I
only non-smoking part oft
shut on Sundays.

94GeorgeSt
Mon-Fri 9 am-5.30 pm;
Sat 9.30-5 pm
HUGH BUCHANAN/CHARLES
HODGE MACKIE
Contrasting uses of watercolour.

0 PEN EYE---,-.~~~~~
G A L L ER YR IC HARD
DE MARCO
10 Royal Terrace
.STUDENT ART COMPETITION
5561010
Theme : GARDEN OF EDEN
Mon-Fri 10 am~ pm;
4-8 May at the Richard Demarco
Sat10am-1pm
A collection (another?) of fine 19th Gallery,Blackfriars St. 1st prize
and 20th century paintings, water- £100. Hand in work from now to
the gallery.
colours and bronzes.

They offer a plastic card
two tickets at concessio
mance ). Check at box offi

ESCA .

Edinburgh Student Chan
(225 4061 ). Pop into our
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for

SNO

d
Students are welcome
rts at the
Orchestra conce
h
available from 7 pm eac

CAM Er,

Afternoon shows cost ·
pm) are £2.70.

UNIV·ENTS
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,
RAG

WEEK

We hope you will all make an
effort to support the events listed.
Any further info or how to get
Involved from ESCA, 17-19 Guthrie Street or 225 4061.

-

1

iadache. Odeon

'87

WED 29th April
Rag Raids, the traditional pilgrimage to other major towns.
FRI 1st May
Slave Auction, Chambers Street
Union, 9.30 pm; Happy Hour 8SAT 25th April
pm ; Auction at 9.30 pm.
Fancy Dress Breakfast, 9 am, out- SAT 2nd May
side Caledonian Hotel, West End : Trampoline display .and bands in
of Princes Street.
the morning at Princes Street GarESCA Grande Fete, 1.30 pm on the dens.
West Meadows. funfair, stalls and Floats Procession at 2.30 pm, leav·
hot air balloon.
ing from Regent Road-colourful
Rainbow Rag Ball, Teviot Row decor and fancy dress, ponies,
Union, 8 pm; late licence, bands bands and many others.
Full Can Dance-best night of the
etc.
SUN 26th April
year: fl,111 can free entry - disco
Nine-legged Bed Push, 1.30pm on bands and late bar; £2withoutfull
the Meadows. Prizes for fancy can.
dress and fastest team.
SUN 3rd May
MON 27th April
The
Pearl
Assurance
Half
Torchlight Procession, 8 pm, on Marathon and Fun Run, 9.30 am.
Castle Esplanade; torches £2, Details and entry forms from
bonfire and fireworks on Calton ESCA offices, 19 Guthrie Street,
Edinburgh.
Hill.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
ances in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
ng shows in Cinema 3-the
g. Incidentally, this place is

S E
shows (Sunday-Friday) cost
Die 30 minutes before perforn for main evening film s but
£2.30. Non-smoking in both

THUR 23 APR
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
7.30 pm
No classes. Dancing in the Chaplaincy Centre all even,ing. All welCOMMUNITY

1ances. Guest tickets (£1 .25)
my Union Shop durin g the
, ents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
is on sale at all shows.

FILMSOC
Room 2, Societies Centre
Pleasance
9.15 am-8.30 pm
A day event examining the extent
of the influence of propaganda
upon early German cinema arising from Hitler's accession to
power. Several film and n~ws
extracts will be shown, highlighted by an informative lecture and a
final seminar. Cost: £3 (plus £1 .20
for lunch) Filmsoc members; £6
(plus £1 .20 for lunch) non-members.

THUR 23 APR

THE MIGHTY LEMON DROPS/
STARS OF HEAVEN
toasters
8pm
KING KURT
The Venue
7pm
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port
Middle-aged folkie
NORMAL BIAS
Clowns, High Street
9 pm; Free
TONIGHT AT NOON
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
RESTLESS NATIVES/ROCOCO
Wilkie House
9pm

FRl24APR
THE GO-BETWEENS/LOW LIFE
Hoochie Coochie Club
9pm
Very possibly world's finest group
GO FERRITfrHE HEATERS/
BLUES BROTHERS
Wilkie House
9 pm; £2
ROOTSIE. TOOTSIE BLUES BAND
Preservation hall
£1 after 9 . ~ om
WASTED DAYS
The Rolling Stone,
Greenside Place
9.30pm
DEAF HEIGHTS CAJUN ACES
The Venue
7pm
RANSOM
Clowns, High Street
9pm; Free
Sounds like HM to me. don'tcha
just love it.

SUN26APR SAT25APR

s include soup and bread for
fthe Bedlam is £2.00, which
edlam Committee meetings
m in the theatre. Anyone
is always welcome.

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
11 am
Joint Chaplaincy/Parish Service
in Greyfriars tolbooth and Highland Kirk.
METH SOC
8pm
Nicolson
Square · Methodist
Church.

E
bership : £4 for four years,
a include a free ticket to any
mt standby ticket 10 minutes
·raverse Bar and many other

TUE28APR

which allows y ou to claim
(fl off cost of any perforails.

ECONOMICS SOCIETY
1 pm
Room 313, William Robertson
Building
.
AGM Election of new committee
- Society members who would
like to stand for a post or vote,
come along.

ll are in 17119 Guthrie Street
ime. or come down around
al lunchtime gathering.

ENGLISH LITERATURE SOCIETY
8pm
.
.
Middle Reading Room, Tev1ot
Talk by Mr Ian Wooldridge, director of the' Royal Lyceum Theatre.
All welcome.
·

lire to all Scottish National
fall. Tickets cost £2 and are
ening.
9 performances (7.00, 9.00

ATRICULATION CARD

FR124APR
CHRISTIAN UNION
6.45 pm
Chaplaincy Centre
Prayer Meeting, followed by coffee. 8.45 pm - Derek Prime talks
o 1the sovereign./ of God.
CHAMBERS ST. UNION
11 pm
Happy Hour 5-7 pm Free
Jukebox. Welcome back!
TEVIOT UNION
2am
Happy Hour 9-10 p~

naf frontier. Cannon

Teviot Union
Open until 12 midnight.

1

HIGHLAND SOCIETY
6.30 pm
Teviot Middle Reading Room
Elizabeth Sutherland, talking
about the prophecies of Braham
Seer.

WED29APR
LAGS
8pm
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
Lesbian, Gays and the Trade
Union Movement. Representatives from NALGO speaking.

SATZ,5APR

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
2pm
Seminar Room 1
"Does religion have a place in
politics?" Norman Shanks University Chaplain speaking.

CHAMBERS ST,IJNION
11 pm
Happy Hour 7.30 pm-8.30 pm. 2
bars, disco and jukebox.

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
1.10pm
Midweek Service. Joppa : East
meets West.

DEAF HEIGHTS CAJUN ACES
TeviotRow
Students and guests only.
From Lothians to Louisiana.
GENERAL DAMAGE
Clowns, High Street
9pm ; Free

THE NOSEFLUTES
Wilkie House
9 pm; £2 (£1.50 concessions)

SUN26APR
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
£1 after9 pm
Tam sang theme tune to "Tutti
Frutti" don'tcha know?
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port
9.30 pm; Free

MON27APR
WIN'
Coaste~s

9pm
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port
Free
DRIViNG SIDEWAYS
The Canny Man's
Free

TUE28APR
DURAN DURAN
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £11, £9
DOUBLE TROUBLE
The Canny Man's
8.30 pm; Free
HUNGRY YEARS
The Cavern
9pm

WED29APR
DURAN DURAN
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £11.. £9
CROCODILES IN CREAM
The Cavern
l31LLY JONES
The Canny Man's
8.30 pm; Free
LOO ACKA BOP
Boston Bean Co, St James Centre
9pm; Free
AMMO
Lord Darnley, West Port
9pm ; Free
JAMIE WEDNESDAY
The Venue
Doors open 7 pm

DANCING BEARS/
POLITICAL ASYLUM
Mandela Centre, Potterrow
9pm
AVALON
Preservation Hall
£1 after 9.30
No. 4 in world's dullest band chart
this week.

THEATRE
EXHIBS
UNIVENTS
MUSIC

BILLY JON£S
Pleasance Theatre, Pleasance
9pm

GENERAL
HELPER

WHAT'S ON STAFF UST
Fran Hughes
Fran Hughes
Fran Hughes
Linda1 Catto

ALM

Caroline Ednie
TomlAppin
Lorna Henderson

l
· --------------------,
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HiTCHER
DE NIRO

TRHI DRIUER
Friday 24th April 11.1 Spm Odeon Clerk St.
Films are free to members, and non-members can purchase
guest tickets at £1 .25 per show IN ADVANCE ONLY from all
ELISA shops, the PGSU bar, Teviot reception and KB Store

\IU S

Not a Portrait Painter
ARTS
HUMPHREY OCEAN/
DAVID BOOOOOMBERG
Talbot Rice; until 9th May
The Talbot Rice is playing host
to a first solo touring show by
Humphrey Ocean, a portrait
painter born in 1951 who won the
Imperial Tobacco Award at the
National Portrait Gallery in 1982
with " Lord Volvo and His
Estate" .
Ocean is obviously not a portrait painter in the grand manner
and he avoids the tiresome pomposity of "boardroom " portraiture. In the paintings of Feargal ·
Sharkey, the Bishop of Bath and
Wells (no less!) and Philip Larkin,
Ocean has clearly established a
rapport with his subject that is
well served by his facility with
pencil and brush . The larger
acrylics are less successful;
painted in a photo-realist manner ,
they are rather studiedly informal
and
Ocean 's
skill
as
a
draughtsman is not enough to
mould the attention in the flat surfaces.

Patricia Preece Fern Collection

Edinburgh Grand Opera
King's Theatre 15-18 April

panies , it was a reasonable prothis production of Giordanos duction , and in some aspects
Andrea Chenier, that its amateur • excellent.
status was unnoticeable. says
rather more about his newspapers
Certainly , no one could accuse
continuing • antipathy towards Edinburgh Grand Opera of lackScottish Opera , than his judge- ing ambition in their choice of
ment of these performances. We opera; unfortunately they lacked
can only speculate upon the the singers necessary to realise
reasons . for his gushing eulogy . that ambition. Giordano is
Perhaps he attended a perfor- regarded by many as a one-opera
mance more revelatory than that composer , and by some not even
which I saw or , more likely , his as that . Andrea Chenier is a
Editor's wife sings in the Chorus. French revolutionary drama in
Nobody likes to be disparaging · the style of Puccini, requiring .
towards amateur musicians but much of the 'conbelto' be! canto
judged by professional standards type of singing . The opera poses
this production was bad , although not only musical but dramatic
not execrably so. But the star- problems. Many of the passages
dards of amateur opera com- lacking melodic interest can only

TheScotsman critic's verdict on

CHIEFTAIN EXPRESS TRAVEL
DEP. EDINBURGH -WATERLOO PLACE 2215
DEP. LONDON - TRAVELLERS CHECK-INN WOODBURN
PLACE 2215

NIGHTLY SERVICE

EDINBURGH ro LONDON
ONLV £14.00 RETURN £8.00 SINGLE
ALSO NEWCASTLE £6.00 RET. £3.50 SINGLE
LEEDS/DONCASTER £10.00 RET. £6.00 SINGLE

DRAMA
WALLACE
be sustained by skilful direction
and characterisation of the plots
protagonist.
Of the principal roles, that of
Madeleine the heroine, was least
successfu l. Gelda Bell, we are told
in the programme notes, was a
Leng Gold Medallist in Dundee in
1954 and it shows. H er voice is
pleasant but lacks the strength
necessary to rise to the musical
demands of this role . Ms Bell
seems to subscribe to the 'flailing
arms' school of operatic acting.
It's all very simple; outstretched
arms denote passion , arms carefully crossed on heaving chest tenderness and longing etc.
The two male leading rotes
were better served. Robert
Crouse on loan from Scottish
Operatic Chorus, ;Has a r_o bust if
rather wooden Chenier. Hew was
vocally secure despite
the
unpleasant hard edge which
developed in his upper range. The
star performance came from Ivor
Klayman in the role of Gerard
who both is able to sing his part
and attempt intelligent characterisation of his role .
The orchestra also deservesa
mention , although under the John
Orundy, they did tend to overwhelm some of the singers.
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Complementing the show is a
selection of Humphrey Ocean's
favourite works from the permanent collecting of the Fern's
Gallery in Hull. The selection
includes many fine things , work
by Nash , Spencer and Smith. The
highlight , making the show worth
visiting all on its own, is a supreb
painting by Frank Auerback. His
handling of paint in "Building
Site, Victoria" couldn't be more
different to Ocean's. Paint is
layered, slashed and dragged to
build a surface of infinite variety
leaving the integrity of the image
intact.
Also on show at the Talbot Rice
is a compact group of drawings by

Amateurish
CLASSICAL

Lord Volvo and his Estate.
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Traverse

In the 13th century, the commoner Wallace led a Scottish
rebellion against the English King
Edward , was ultimately defeated

and , because of some absurd preference for heroic failure over
modest success, he became a
national hero. Patrick Evans'
exciting play exposes Wallace as a
brutal thug who did as much harm
to Scotland as the people he was
fighting against and betrayed the
common people he once led .
Written as a historical drama,
using many of the conventions
from Shakespeare's Histories, the
play crams a tremendous amount
int0 two hours , Evans painstakingly explains all the events but
some of the scenes become overburdened with speeches about
causaiion and never reaily get off
the ground .
This happens particularly with
Edward , who explains his motives
to his fawning attendant Cressingham or in soliloquy to the audience with meticulous detail . Like
a "Yes , Minister" civil servant, he

David Bomberg, spanning his
career from 1923 to 1956. In all
the 18 drawings, Bomberg's
characteristic pleasure in markmaking is displayed. The line is
rhythmic and accented and in
spite of their relatively small size
the drawings more than hold their
own against the larger works on
show.
There is a series of three illustrated talks on the Fern's collection on 23rd and 30th April and
7th May.

Paul Keir

is thoroughly cynical and sees war
and politics as a game to be
savoured, indifferent to the
interests of those who fight for
him. This cartoon caricature is
entertaining but fits uneasily in
the rest of the play. It seems
unreasonable of Evans to allow
patriotism as a motive for those
who fight , but not fo r those who
lead.
The political events are
interspersed with comic, low-life
scenes which are more effective.
This says more about comedy
than Evans' writing; Falstaff is
more effective than Hotspur.
Throughout the play the public
events are seen through the eyes
of one common soldier and at the
end his personal grief conveys the
suffering which all Scotland has
undergone.
·
The characters wear modern
dress, so that Wallace becomes a
Glasgow docker in a leather jacket and Edward a smooth, welldressed electrician. This •may
seem anachronistic but in fact it is
no more anachroni; tic than letting
the characters speak in modern
standard English. It highlights.the
class differences and emphasises
the way in which we must inevitably see the past through the eyes
of the present.
The press attention recently
devoted to Patrick Evans has
obscured the fact that Theatre Cooperative are an. excellent actt~f
company. They double up we '
Mark Smith and Andrew Greaves
managed to change their idenlltY
-totally. Maria Mcauley was electric as a mad woman. The stage
violence is also as powerful as anything I have ever seen.
oirl
In the last scene, a young ,,,.
starts talking of Wallace as a heghro;
wishing she could have fou
with him . Evans shows how easesyt,
·t ·to
seductive and danger.o us 1 is nt 3
up a myth which he has s~ture
whole play attacking. In a cu turll
where the left manage to 10 a
every humiliating disaster in er.
h of rev
her01c defeat, owrt_ Y h abOl·
ence (the miners' stnke, t_ e CJJC·
ition of the GLC), sue~ icon
·
lasm is bold and refresltiJJg.:.,."'°"
Andrews~- .
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An Alternative
Crocodile Dundee
Art this centu ry has probably
been more dull than in any other.
Playwrights, poets and painters
have neglected, more than ever
before , their duty to entertain
their audience, with the result that
if Shakespeare were alive today
he would probably have more
professional respect for the
Scriptwriters of Eastenders than
for Harold Pinter. Patrick Evans
knows this and it will take him far
in British theatre.
Since graduating from Edinburgh in 1985, Evans has achieved
remarkable success with a handful
of plays. If it had pleased God,
about the Peasant's Revolt, was
selected from the Scottish Student
Drama Festival to play at the
Traverse . Troy won the Scottish
Student Playwrighting Competition. Burke and Hare and his
latest play, Wallace, have both
played at the Traverse to good
reviews.
Talking to Evans near the end
of the run of Wallace , he
repeatedly stressed the importance of entertainment in drama .
"There can be things that are
intellectually brilliant, but, as a
piece of entertainment, are simply
boring.
"Nowadays people ;re not
coming to the theatre because
the.y are fed up of seeing plays
which are too didactic or too difficult. If you want to learn about

Since leaving university two years ago, playwright
Patrick Evans has had three plays put on at the
Traverse, won a national prize and attracted vast
amounts of praise and envy. Proof that there is life
after the Bedlam. Andrew sparrow spoke to him last
week.

politics, or morality , you can learn
it much better out of a book .
People pay money to go to the
theatre and they deserve to be
entertained."
Evans has done so well not
because his plays are intelligent
and controversial, which they are,
but because they might provide an
attractive alternative to watching
'Crocodile Dundee' . They have
an exciting narrative. ("I always
start with the story," he says,
"there must be a story':) they are
clear and comprehe nsible. And
they use humour effectively.
Although he sees the playwright essentially as an entertainer, he recognises that the writer has a moral and political
responsibility . But he is not didactic.
"I'm not trying to suggest I have
the right solutions all the time. My
own opinions on something may
be irrelevant. What I do try and
do is suggest ideas, make people
think."
What, then, does he think
about
propagandist
theatre
groups, like 7:84 and Wildcat teachers and the unions . Which is
who produce plays with a clea; necessary , because the left is
socialist message?
under attack in so many areas ."
"It's trendy these days to knock
But shouldn't good theatre
7:84. I think there's a place for
that sort of thing and they are very encourage people to criticise their
good at what they do . They won't accepted ideas?
" It's very dangerous to say what
change anything because they
play to people who agree with theatre should or should not be.
what they say. But what they do is At its most basic level, it is prireassure the left , groups like the omarily entertainment. "

hare showed how the Scottish
Enlightenment sanctioned racism
a~d murder. In Wallace, the guard!a.n of Scotland is portrayed as a
VICIOUS thug.
Evans has built his reputation
on historical plays. I asked him
why he did not write about modern life.
"I don 't understand it. In order
to write about something, you
need to be able to make sense of
it , to see why things happen . The
modern world's too crazy for
that. "
Seeing Wallace last week , I felt
at times that I was watching just
another version of the Evans formula: exc1tmg story, short
scenes,. comic low-life characters,
failure theme. But Evans insists
that it is a development on his previous plays.
"Wherea Troy is a sort of Greek
drama , with a chorus, and Burke
and Hare is historical drama , Wallace is epic drama. The scenes are
Theatre people hate to criticise longer as well. Some last ten
each other. Unlike , say novelists , minutes, with qite complicated
they rely on each other far too internal structures."
much. But Evans' reticence conAt present Wallace is touring in
ceals a fundamental difference .
7:84 sentimentalize the working Scotland. Evans is engaged to
class and establish socialist myths. write plays for the Traverse, West
If Evans fi nds a myth , he sticks the Lothian Youth Theatre and the
book into it. Troy exposed the Theatre Co-operative, the comfamous archeologist Schliemann pany that produced Wallace. You
as an ambitious liar. Burke and should hear of him again.

Graduating?
What better start
than a full Partnership?
As a Graduate customer you have much to offer.
As a Bank we have much to offer you.
We recognise achievement and ability and fully
understand that our decisions have an important
bearing on the direction and quality of your life.
So, at Clydesdale Bank Graduates enjoy special
status.
It's very much a partnership and includes:
PREFERENTIAL
BANKING TERMS
-- - SPECIAL GRADUATE BORROWING
FACILITIES
ACCESS CARD
3300 CASHfDISPENSERS
U.K. WIDE
COMMISSION FREE TRAVEL FACILITIES
AND MUCH MORE
The information is in every Branch of
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Standing back
STANDBY ME
CAMEO
Dir: Rob Reiner
I expected a Motwown soundtrack that outshone the mm.
Instead I got something of rare
poignance and quality-not a 501
in sight, and a minimal and relevant use of Ben E Kings voice.
Stand by Me does not exploit our
current obsession with fifties culture. Its charming nostalgia is for
childhood in general, and as such
it could have been set in another
period.
A middle-aged man recalls a
crucial period of his life , that
poised between childhood and'
adolescence. It is a hot brooding
summer , whose stillness anticipates the changes to come. He
and the three other members of
their smalltown gang set out on a
two day trip to find the missing
body of a clasmate killed in a railway accident. They leave ill prepared, and from ours and the narrators standpoint, innocent and
vulnerable. Driven on only by
youthful enthusiasm, they return
wiser, self contemplative, and
aware of larger more disturbing
potentials.
Within this architypal journey
of discovery structure, a rich text
is created. Each character is
explored through the perfectly
depicted hum of twelve to thirteen
year old conversation , fuelled
mainly by imagination and mutual
depreciation. Our articulate narrator is the dreamy, vulnerable·
Gordie, destined to become a writer, but ignored by his parents,

ever since the death of his elder
College Sports Champ brother.
Chris is the tough but sensitive
leader of the gang, constantly hindered at school and in the town ·
by association with his shady
parents. Theirs is the central
relationship , supported by the fat
but end of most of the humour,
and the war obsessed kid who displays traits borrowed from his
psychopathic father.
The cold sordidness of the
corpse effects them all. It acts as a
sort of initiation into the world of
the adult, an introduction to the
new responsibilities and difficulties of their imminent move up to
Junior High.
Stand by Me remains though ,
beautifully simple. No sex, no
special effects, and hardly any violence . Rob Reiner prefers excellent acting, specially by River
Pheonix as Chris, currently also in
The Mosquito Coast, much
humour, (real humour , you know ,
"funny"), evocative setting and
pace, and an avoidance of cliches
which seem inevitable. One is
transported back to a period of
youth where emotions are much
purer, affections and aspirations
much more straightforward, and
the self not so disorientated and
discriminating . Stand by Me
celebrates this period , while
sumultaneously showing its transience. The narrator states in his
final sentence, "I never had any
friends late like the ones I had
when I was twelve. Jesus, does
anyone?" A nostalgic ring of truth
to one of 1987's best.

"My God, they've got a gun too!"

Welcome back to the only page that really counts. Our scribes
have been ho~ on the trail of the new spring releases, and it is
only for want of space that we don't bring you The Fourth
Protocol and Star Trek IV. They will be critically scrutinised next
week , along with Tough Guys . For the moment , all we can reveal
is that the former currently runs at the Odeon , and the latter,
apparently a bundle of laughs , at the ABC. Meanwhile, we all
wait expectantly for Platoon a nd She's Gotta Have It to hit
Edinburgh.

Matthew Calling

by his war against the 'exploitation ' of the Church.
Although the film is at different
times visually pleasing and emotive , the award-winning partnership of director Peter Weir and
Harrison Ford does not work as
well as in "Witness". There
appear to be gaps in the plot, as
certain elements of the storyline
(particularly Ally Fox's actions)
are unexplained and/or confusing.
This sketchiness is further
clouded
by
the
apparent
ambiguity of the ending.

"How dare you call me lndie . • . this is a serious movie! "

The.
Mosqu1to
coast

ODEON
~:

Peter Weir

"Look around you •.. this place
is a toilet!" Unconventional and
ever-so-slightly mad inventor Ally
Fox (Harrison Ford) is fed up with
the trials or the American way or
life, and goes in search or 'civilsiation' and contentment in the Ce11tral American Jungle. However, all
he finds is disa9ter and strife, and
ultimately deallJ.

• • •

The film charts Fo;ic's quest for
fulfillment, as he drags his·
increasingly-reluctant
wife
(Helen Mirren) and children
through a series of situations in
which they need to rely on their
own ingenuity and courage to survive.
Fox "buys" a town called
Eeromino on "The Mosquito
Coast", and with his inventor's
genius provides, ice, . running
water and even air conditioning
for its inhabitants.
But the pioneers meet with
unforeseen troubles. Local gueriilas, fire and storms combine to
weaken the folks' resistance, and
Ally Fox is eventually pushed
ovc:c the edge of reason by what he
sees as a ~utiny by his family , and

Harrison Ford , in his "most
memorable role", puts in a lot of
effort and is often really quite convincing , but we get the feeling that
the complicated role of Ally Fox is
slightly beyond him, and in the
end it is difficult to believe in Harrison Ford as this sort of character. Helen Mirren , too, is possibly
miscast , though she does give a
good impression of a woman
forced into a situation with which
she is unable to cope.
Peter Weir is a talented director, but the original novel by Paul
Theroux should perhaps never
have been att_e mpted on the
screen. The running commentary
to the film provided by Ally Fox's
eldest · son, Charlie (River
Phoenix) , for instance, is a feature
which merely adds to the confusion , as it does not appar to be
either entlightening or necessary.

The Mosquito Coast is probably
worth going to see if you are not
feeling too depressed already, but
when Harrison Ford proclaims
"That's why I'm here , that's why I
came ," do not expect to come out
of the film any the wiser.
William Dale

.OVER THE TOP
ABC
.Dir: Menahem Golan

Ggrhuurrhhhbr. Hnoohhuurh.
Kruuurrhbgb. Huuuryabuuugh.
Hnrb. Look, I'm sorry, but this is
an arm-wrestling movie. The
sound efJects are important.
The plot. Oh God, the plot. In
this film, Sylvester Stallone wins
back the lurv of his estranged son
by arm-wrestling a lot. Now
what's wrong with that? There is a
dewy-eyed,
terrninally-becancered wife, an evil grandfather,
and a stuck-up son (David Mendenhall) , dismayed at being
picked up from the passing-out
ceremony at his military school by
bis trucker dad in a dirty great,
wait for it, truck.

the stage is set for a climactic blah
blah blah blah blah blah.
It ain't acutally bad. It's just
predictable. To its credit, no one
is killed , a rare departure from
Sly's recent form . On which note,

Sly comes down to earth with
trendy new headpiece.
in a recent int~r-Yiew while discussing Rambo 3 currently in pro·
duction, Stall~ne said that m
Rambo 2 the character was getun&
too sophisticated, and the new
film would get d<?wn to basics.
CroMagDOll

ho»'·
These films qre all .currently~.
ing at their respective cmem
The son is kidnapped by evil
grandpa, and Sly drives his truck
through the front wall in a poignant, empassioned attempt to
recapture his flesh and blood. He
is predictably imprisoned and is
forced to sign away his son. Shattered, Sly regains his respect at
the World Arm-Wrestlij)g Championships.
Here he meets people who
chew lighted cigars (and swallow
them), drink motor oil and generally behave in alarming ways. And
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42 MILES BETTER?
It's amazing what a clean-up
and some smart PR can do for Edinburgh has been hailed as the cultural centre of Scotland for years, while Glasgo~
public perceptions. Glasgow, traditionally lags behind. But with the recently improving image of Glasgow, these
once regarded as a no-go area for stereotypes are becoming increasingly inaccurate. Angus Brown examines the
tourists and a cultural heart, has evidepce.
recently emerged in the public eye favourite
bogeyman "iimmy . · collections at Kelvingrove Art ted for designing flats which late
as a city of artistic refinement, in
Boyle, certainly gave Glasgow the Gallery and the Hunterian Gal- became uninhabitable due to
direct competition with its old
violent "hard man " image and lery. Glasgow artists have . long dampness, typifies past mistakes
rival Edinburgh. What's . hapmodern depictions such as TV's been big news on the world scene. but things ·are getting better.
pened?
The irony for Glasgow is that its
Taggart and Tutti Frutti tend to (Edinburgh, tor all its art, lags far
Firstly, after years of jokes
continue the tradition.
renaissance in the eyes of the outbehind
in
this
respect).
Two
years
about belching smokestacks, coal
The truth is that Glasgow is no
ago the Scottish Exhibition side world has come in a period
in the bath, drunks in the gutters
more prone to crime than other Centre was opened, giving Glas- when the very industries which
and the Glaswegian reputation for
comparable cities. As for the flats , gow a prime venue for confer- made it a great city in the first
place, shipbuilding and heavy
engineering, have been decimated. Caterpillar is just the last
in a long line of closures.
Unemployment has soared as
huge tracts of the city have
become industrial wasteland. The
only industries now are war, (nuclear installations on the Clyde,
Yarrows building for the Navy
and Barr and Stroud making
armaments), tourism and video

East is reluctant to give up its Festival monopoly and sees the
Mayfest as a potential threat, but
surely there's room in Scotland
for two great cities of international stature in the arts? Edinburgh was also galled at losing to
Glasgow in the City of Culture
nominations and has employed
Dr Kelly , the man behind Miles
Better in a £75,000 city promotion
campaign with the dubious slogan
" f.dinburgh-Count Me In". Veiled criticism and open prejudice
are often revealed in the words of
the cities newspapers and public
figures.
It's all a bit stupid because both
cities have many gobd points and
many bad points. Does anyone
have to say that one is better or
worse than the other? Both have
their share of famous songs, great

"After years of jokes about belching smokestacks, coal in
the bath and drunks in the gutters Glasgow is at last being
recogniseCI as somewhere that people actually want to
visit."
shops(?). Glasgow is a prime contender for Europe's first postindustrial city.

George Square, Glasgow, surprisingly better than its conventional image?
··coarseness and viole~ce", Glasgow is at last being recognised as
somewhere that· peop Je actua JI y
want to visit. (Many have Jong
known its virtues, not least its
inhabitants, but unfounded cultural snobbery takes a while to
wear off).
In 1983 the ·Burrell 't..:ollection ,
the resuit of a rich shipowner's
mania for collecting, opened in a
superbly-designed building in Pollock Park, to the south of the city.
It has overtaken Edinburgh Castle as Scotland's most popular
tourist attraction and is the most
obvious sign of Glasgow 's new
image . The past few years have
seen a major campaign, initiated
chiefly by the district council with
their " Miles Better" publicity, to
spread the word about Glasgow's
enormous po ten ti al as a tourist

yes Glasgow has the highest-rises
in Europe at Red Road and the
Clydes1"de area does have_s_o me o_ f
the worst housing conditions in
Europe. The postwar dream has
turned into a nightmare as the
modern estates built to replace
the notorious slums have them_-·
selves become bywords for depnvation. This part of Glasgow's bad
image is a reaH_ty but appalling
housing cond1t10ns have _not
harmed Edinburgh's "pretty city"
image.

ences and other national events.
Glasgow is home of the Scottish
National Orchestra and Scottish
.
Opera. The go-ahead has JUSt
been given for a £20m orchestral
concert hall. Next year Glasgow
' will host Britain's largest annual
event, the National Garden Festival with rumours of a plan to suspe~d the world's largest hanging
basked from the Finnieston
Crane. In 1990 Glasgow will be

Iricreased praise for Glasgow
has not exactly pleased the city
fathers of Edinburgh. The rivalry
between the cities is fairly natural.
Only 42 miles from Glasgow,
Edinburgh has long enjoyed a
monopoly of the tourists , its International Festival has given it the
cultural acclaim and being the
capital has helped the cosmopolitan air. Glasgow tends to b~
looked down upon and the
stereotype "how can you live
there? " in a Morningside twang is
not without foundation. In turn
Glaswegians think that Edinburgh has a tendency to be pretentious. "Healthy rivalry" has taken
new twists in recent years. 'Which
was the only city in the universe to
ban the legend Glasgow's Miles
Better on the side of its buses? Not
some ignorant overseas met-

architecture , urban decay anu
social problems. Both have suffered from the large scale transportation of much of the population to faceless, neglected housing
schemes ,
both
cities
are
mindlessly sliced up into "good"
and "bad" areas- Wester Hailes
is mirrored by Easterhouse just as
the middle class ghettoes of Morningside and Comist0n are mirrored by Bearsden and Kelvinside. Both cities have regentrified
and Yuppified are<is - "trendy"
Leith and Stockblidge are mirrored in Glasgow'!, "trendy" West
End. (Yawn) A~ for the widespread belief Edinburgh being
less friendly, there's really no
foundation. (Playhouse bouncers
excepted) .
Beneath the images and
stereotypes both cities have: a lot
to offer. Most of us know Edinburgh (or like to think we c.o) but
if you haven't been to Glasgow
you 're definitely out on something.

The problem 1s that while Edinburgh has a town centre ideal for
tourism, with the "history" of the
castle, the "beauty" of Pnnces
Street, the picturesqueness(?) _of
the Royal Mile etc (so the tounst
brochures say), the really awful
parts are craftily hidden arnund
the dges. Your average Amencan

"While Edinburgh has a town centre ideal for tourism ..
thereally awful parts are craftily hidden round the
edges."
tourist would not associate
centre and the city's cultural life ,
Muirhouse, for example, _(sorry
'
past and present.
Muirhouse) with sucn an a11egemy
Despite being the city of world- cute city. It is unfortunatelr rath~r
famous architect Charles Renme difficult to hide Glasgow s h1g Mackintosh and less than an hour . blocks and monuments to the
away from Loch Lomond , Glas- nse
in cond
20th century roa -user
gow has long been let down by an crete. Townhead Interchange,
image problem. People imagined Charing Cross Urban Acropohs
a bleak , drab expanse with blacd the other strands of precast
kened buildings and ugly modern :na hetti may be practical but
flats , populated by criminal types
pg
ldn 'treallybecalledcute.
·ungle
Wielding knives. (sorry, no KB they cou
(Although if concrete J
Jokes). It has taken ridiculously heritage tours catch on Glasgow
long to foster a positive image.
will be a front runner).
Yes, G lasgo'o/ was a black city,
due to decades of industrial
Despite such disadvantages the
grime, but many buildings have
been cleaned, the best Victorian
k t"ng of the city as a tounst
arch"
f"
II
t
mar
. itecture in Europe ma y ge t e ' has combined wit. h
hng the former "Second City of cen re ed recognition in the field
(now defunct) British Empfre - ~~cr~:l~ure and the arts . Apart
Limtted" the recognition 1t from a world-class art collection at
deserves. The notorious gangs bf the Burrell it has long had superb
the 60's, typified by everyone's

Edinburgh. Not as pretty as it looks?
"ty of Cuiture with ropolis but our verj own EdinA
h D" . c net!
European CI
·nternational events.
s burg
1stnct ou
·
many 11 .
eveals the original
Rows have also brewed about Fancy writing a feature?
stonec eamng r
h f d"
f the arts Edinburgh
beautx . nf 1.tthe ec~!eh~a~hct;tg~il- th:s uc~~np1~ned thai Glasgow's Come to the meeting on
tenements
se got the message. arts projects
·
ders have finally
are over-su bd"ised, ' F rt'days a t 1 pm a nd tell us
that renovating is better th"an particularly Mayfest , Gl~sgo_w ~ your ideas.
11
("fon
and the · difference answer to the Edinburgh estt~a - - - - - - - - - - - demok f itself The disaster of and one of the fastest-growing
spea s or
·
h
· h
try It is
Hutchesontown,
when
t e annual events in t e coo~ :
architect Basil Spence was knigh- understandable that the city m the

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
..GENERAL ELECTIONS
Thursday 14th May 1987
Nominations are now open for the following positions:

Association-Wide Positions
PRESIDENT (Sabbatical)
DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Sabbatical)
SECRETARY (Sabbatical)
TREASURER (Sabbatical)

SOCIETIES CONVENER
PUBLICATIONS CONVENER
FINANCE COMMITTEE (3 Seats)
FINANCE COMMITTEE-Senior Member

•

S.R.C. Positions
CONVENERS:
Accommodation
Community Affairs
Education
External
Transition
Welfare

FACULTY CONVENERS:
Arts
Dentistry
Divinity
Law
Medicine
Music
Science
Social Science
Veterinary Medicine

ARTS FACULTY

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES:
Arts Undergraduate
Arts Postgraduate
Dentistry
Divinity
Law
Medicine
Music
Science Undergraduate
Science Postgraduate
Social Science Undergraduate
Social Science Postgraduate
Veterinary Medicine

6 Seats
1 Seat
1 Seat
1 Seat
2 Seats
4 Seats
1 Seat
8 Seats
2 Seats
4 Seats
1 Seat
2 Seats

FACULTY COUNCIL POSITIONS:
- Secretary, Treasurer

LAW FACULTY

-

Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer,
Vice-President, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Year Representatives_

MEDICAL FACULTY

-

Secretary, Treasurer, Publicity Secretary,
Phase Ill Representatives (3 Seats)

SCIENCE FACULTY

- Secretary, Treasurer

SOCIAL SCIENCE FACULTY

-

Secretary, Treasurer

SOCIETIES COUNCIL POSmONS: Secretary, Treasurer

Union Positions
Committee of Management
Debates Convener
House Convener- Chambers Street/Student Centre!feviot Row
House Secretary- Cha.mbers Street/Student Centre!feviot Row
·
Life Member
Ordinary Member (3 Seats)
HOUSE COMMITTEES:

Chambers Street
Student Centre
· Teviot Row

4 Seats
4 Seats ·
4 Seats

DEBATES COMMITTEE · 5 Seats
.N?mination forms for all positions are available from the Association Offices (Student Centre), all Union Houses,
Soc1et1es Centre (60 The Pleasance) and the Union shops.
Nominations close at 12 noon on Tuesday, 5th May 1987. ..-

Easter on the Isle of Man -t

Fun, frolics, nail-biting adventure; a tale of unmatched bravery ... "The Hare and Hounds
Go To The Isle of Man":
There is more to the Easter Athletic Festival than running. A long weekend on the Isle of Man
incorporates: a sleepless ferry trip across the Irish Sea at night, during which hundreds of
broad and be~fy rugby players an~ wafer-thin athletes indulge in a brief five-hour sing-song for
which the lyrtcs have rather obviously escaped censorship. (The customs officers seem more
intent on searching for drugs, bombs and heavy artillery when surely they should be
preoccupied with a stringent search for torn and crumpled copies of rather seedy songbooks
00 und in those very fetching plastic covers and supported by two rather ill-looking rust-ridden
staples.) Then, of course, there is the obligatory police presence awaiting the arrival of our
ferry , or ''floating tavern" as it is commonly known by the regulars. At this juncture a fair
proportion of the rugby contingency are ushered across to their new abode, a very attractive
and homely top-hat establishment, the police station.
But. the majority of passengers
sheepishly ev.ade the stares and
truncheon.s wielded by the Isle of
Man Spe.c1al Branch; ~very one of
them stnv~s to pose in the ?10~,e
of
a
Bergerac
d1sc1ple .
Throughout the night one contemplates why the JOurney from
Heysham to Douglas accounted
for five hours. ._ · · does?the ferry
circle the Bnt1sh Isles: . . . or
perhaps we really ~ere in Jersey ,
whi.ch would explain '..he cunou~
antics .o f our fnendly Bergerac
lookalikes .
No , we were certainly on the
Isle of Man . There is no mistaking
the grand concave-shaped promenade , the distinctive war memorial, the seemingly endless line of
exotic , freshly painted hotels; and
besides , a rather prominent sign
displaying the words " Douglas
Ferry Terminal" tended to
suggest that we were indeed on
the beloved Isle of Man , the
"Land of the Manx" and a wellknown holiday ·resort for motorbikes and their long-haired companions.
But what of the Athletic Festival itself? A bit of historical information . .. the Easter Athletic
Festival has been thriving for 25
years . . . end of historical sermon.
The first event was entitled the
Good Friday Road Race, a gruelling five-mile circuit beginning
and culminating on the Loch
Promenade, circling the town of
Douglas , and passing such beauty
spots as the bus station, Quayle's
Garage and the sea terminal.
The Hare and Hounds were

ther: in force at the starting line ,
adm1st a sea of colourful shorts,
some baggy, some flowered, some
flu.orescent, some almost nonex1~tent. More than 200 compet1tors took to the road, and it
was left to Tom "Quietman "
Anderson to .lead the Haries.home
in 67th pos1t1on , ahead of his past
~nd present .captain, Russ~/
propeller oftu!tps Boyd, and his
future captain, Ian "all legs and
bones" Harkness.
The Saturday saw a change of
scenery, a change of tactics, and
more importantly , a change of
clothing. The venue was Peel, a
charming little harbour town (according to the guidebook)
situated on the other side of the
island. The official event was a
four-mile hill race , a killer of a
course , suited only to the
stronger, more muscular athletes
and the insane. Neil "a man full of
jokes, sore shins and horrendous
shorts" Wallace is certainly a
member of the second category,
the insane , and thus he thrives on
hill running. But a combination of
sore shins and blatantly sensual,
sexually intimidating shorts,
meant that Mr Wallace had to settie for 54th position , nestling
behind Messrs Boyd (36th) and
Anderson (44th), a highly reputable accountancy partnership.
But the highlight of the whole
weekend was certainly the posthill race event, an unofficial run
back from Peel to Douglas. There
are only two rules attached to this
uncompetitive event: (1) running
all the way from Peel to Douglas,

SPORTS DAY 1987
SUNDAY 3rd MAY

PEFFERMILL PLAYING FIELDS
FROM 12 NOON to 6.00 P.M.
Anyo ne can win a Bottle of Bubbly or a Crate of Cans and everybody
enjoys themselves! Just fill in an entry form for the sports below or just
come along to take part or just soak up the atmosphere at Peffermill (on
Peffermill Road along from Cameron Toll-bus nos. 2, 14, 21). Teams
for all the sports in the entry form should be mixed- except Rugby and
Football . Hand the entry forms into the Sports Union Office, 48
Pleasance, by Friday 1st May. The following sports will be for
individuals to enter on the day: 100 metres dash; Golf; High Jump;
Obstacle Race; Tug of War; plus various other fun events.
ENTRY FORM
<Return to Sports Union Office, 48 Pleasance by 2 p.m. on Friday 1st May)
Time
12nooo

Event
Rugby Sevens

12noon

Football 6-a-side

12noo0

Lacross 9-a-side

120000

Football {Ladies) 6-a-side

2p.m.

Hockey 6-a·side (at least
2 females per team)

2p.m,

VoUeyball 6-a-side (at
least 2 females per team)

2p.m,

-

Rounders 9-a-side
MixedTugofWar

Team
Name

Captain's Name
&Tel.No.

refraining from thumb-itching
hitchhiking; and (2) pausing at
every alcoholic establishment en
route to consume an equally
alcoholic beverage, namely a pint
of life-saving , sweat--producing
nectar.
Well, there are as many pubs as
there are miles between Peel and
Douglas , namely ten , all ad9ing
up to make this a unique event.
One had mixed emotions when
approaching a public house, for it
meant a brief pause from running,
but also another awesome pint to
somehow squeeze into an already
well-bloated stomach. The majority of participants stayed the
course, no more so than our own
Jon "pint in three seconds, Mars
bar in 30 seconds" Wright. Predictably , Leeds Doss AC had
more success at the drinking
stages in a seated position. than
between pubs on their feet.
Needless to say , the majority of
runners crawled back to Douglas,
deemed to be legless , either due
to the running or to the drinking,
but it was all good training for the
final event of the festival , a relay
race along the Promenade on the
Sunday morning. Manx AC were
the victorious team to end a highly
successful weekend for the hosts,
while the Haries 'A' team --'
Messrs Anderson, Wright, Boyd
and Harkness -stormed home to
the accompaniment of a blustery
sea breeze in 20th position. All in
all, a highly successful, immensely
tiring, well-lubricated three days
of competitive running.
Carl Marston

Next week's tour: Shinty
Club.

Tom Anderson in one of his rare poses for the camera.
Good Friday Road Race: E'U Hare and Hounds - 26th
Hill Race: EU Hare and Hounds - 11th
Promenade (4 x 3 miles) Relay: EU Hare and Hounds - 20th
---

~

I 11 Brief
It has been confirmed that the Glencorse As.sault Course has been

booked for May 10th, which is a Sunday. Each team will comprise of five
members, costing a mere £5.00 per team, and it is hoped that
competitors will raise sponsorship money for: fharity. Both travel and
insurance will be arranged. If sufficient clubs enter a team, then it is
proposed that the event can be run on the same lines as the successful
Superteams.
For further information and entry forms, contact either Jennie
Carlton at the Sports Union Office, or Jim Prior at 5 Summerhall
Square; or alternatively contact Peter Dynake at the Geology
Department (445 4300 home number).
During the Charities Week there will be a "Noah's Ark" hitchhike to
Oxford. This grand Student Aid rendezvous wilt take place on Saturday
2nd May. For further information consult the relevant notices in the
Pleasance or else contact one of the above options.
N.B . Don't forget the Sports Union AGM and Elections on Thursday
7th May at 7 p.m. in Teviot Debating Hall.

Seaming Balls
With the departure of no
less than six first team members including their skipper
at the end of last season, the
Cricket Club begin their
attempt to wrest the Scottish
Championship from Stirling
with a somewhat experimental side.
New captain Brent Lockie faces
his biggest problem in the seam
bowling department, for so long
the backbone of the side, since
five of those missing from last year
were seamers. Moreover they all
toured Zimbabwe with the Scottish Universities side last July and
formed the strongest attack in
Scotland. Every cloud has a silver
lining, however, and it will allow a
number of very good bowlers who
found themselves sidelined last
year to establish their names in
the 1st XI.
The decline of the seam attack
means the spinners can expect a
lot of work over the next few
weeks. Led by Benny Clobe, the
only SUCC bowler to return this
season, their opportunities should
not be hampered by the soft early
season wickets - assuming of
cqurse ~hat they have thawed out.
The return from exile of Gordon McGurk and the addition of
new players gives the batting line-

--

up a much healthier look. New
boy Gary Cook looks certain to
start possibly at number three.
The perennial Charles RossStewart is still behind the stumps
("the only place for a gourmet" he
claims) and his robust batting will
undoubtedly be called upon at
some point.
However, as wiih most experiments, there is the chance that
things will not go to plan and it is
therefore up to the fringe players
to press hard for recognition. No
·one's place is assured and good
performances in the 2nd XI or at
nets will ensure that no complacency sets in. Edinburgh always
have the strongest pool of players
but they haven't won the title for
four years -an inconsistency due
in part to some rather casual performances by players who didn't
feel their place was-at risk.
So let's dust off the cucumber
sandwiches, straighten out the
deckchairs, knot the handkerchiefs and hope that the weathermen lose their nasty black clouds
for a month or two- but bring an
umbrella cos summer d<>esn't
always run to schedule up here!
Roger Hare
ERCC
59 George Square
(ext 6220 or EMAS
mall to Roger Hare)

Regatta
The Lord Cameron Regatta is
open for competition by all members of Edinburgh University during academic year 1986/87, and
will be held at Firbush Point Field
Centre, Loch Tay, over the
weekend of 10/11 October 1987.
Those who are unable to bring
their own boat may use boats
belonging to EUSC and Firbush at
a charge or £2. Wayfarers, Larks
and Lasers will be available and
will be allcoated on a flJ'St come,
first served basis.
The entry fee will be £4 per person. Both 'helm and crew must
have been members of the University for session 1986/87. Any helm
lacking a crew, or crew looking for
a helm should apply to the Salling
Club.
Further information and entry
forms are available from:
The Secretary
Lord Cameron Trophy
EU Sports Union

46 Pleasance
Edinburgh
(EMAS mail to
Lord Cameron Trophy)
Andrew Butler
Room237 .
Chemistry Department:
King's Bulldinp
(EMAS mall to A. M. Butler
or Salllng Cou.b)

GROUND LING

goes lambing

• • •

Groundling is a friel14ly little
creature, always willing to lend a
fiver here, donate sperm there,
give a donation to the Save-TheBlind-Ethiopian-Endangered·

ling-pins, who'll. bake treacle pud- landed on the ground. It sneezed.
"Bygumooar,
mustbenewding, black-currant tart, and hotcross buns. The country life! . ladhelplambing, oo ar," said the
man. Ah, thought Groundling,
(sigh).
Enter Farmer Wilson, mid 30's, this must be the shepherd.
"Giveushand,
thenlad,
as bald as a sprog's bum and with
a mouth as full of plums as tea-bag there'snorest fort'wicked! " HopPrince Charles himself.
ing this was what the shepherd
"What-oh! . . • See the wee wanted, and wondering where he
sheepies!
. Yah?!" was · all
Groundling could make out. They
headed for the sheep-shed.

Species-Of-Dog-With-Aids-Fund
etc, etc. So with pictures of cute,
Ruft'y lambs frollicking in the
April ~unshine, the intrepid jobhunter, 1Op gr&Sped firmly in his
hot little hand, arranged to go
lambing. Of course this had
nothing to do with the state of his
bank balance, or the meeting with
his bank manager which reduced
him to a blob of shakey creme
caramel on a hot day . Of course
not.
Two weeks later he found him·
self at Faugh Hill Fann. Oh, he
thought, what a quaint, Dickensian farm this will be; ricketty
moss covered gates; horse-drawn
ploughs;
long-lashed
sheep
answering to the names of Woolly
or Cotton Bud; a fat, jolly farmer
with his wife, Meg, arms like rol-

Now don't be mistaken,
Groundllng is all for the smell of
the real country air - silage, turnips, the odd cow-pat - and has
himself been known to unseat a
few elderly ladies in the cinema
having eaten a can of baked beans
the night before. But this did not
prepare him for the odour of a
sheep-shed. A thousand farts in a
space suit couldn't have prepared
him.
After tooting around for a
clothes-peg, he wandered in. A
man in a corner seemed to be praying, knees bent, a look of utmost
concentration on his face. Oh
good, thought Groundling, nothing
like a bit of religion on a Sunday,
the man jerked, shot up, and spun
round, while with a mild " plop",
something like a blob of mucous

WANTED
ONE GROUNDLING TO BE
SHEPHERD OVER EASTER
PHONE CHRIS, VET STUDENT
5565794

ing's face.
"Me name's Bob," said the
shepherd. " Not a great name, I ' ll
be bound. Think I mightchange it
to one of them posh names like in
Dynasty - oo ar - quite fancy
myself as ' Rock Phallus'," he said.

the way past rows of battery sheep.
Groundling passed the vet t
~ent. ''T~ink this one's got en!.::
tic a~rtto? coupled with mastilis
and Jaags1ckte, Bob," he said
gr inning. Is that so, thoun•'
Groundling.
Soll

Bob, alias Mr Phallus, picked up
the gob which had materialised •
into a bog of legs with connecting
skin, twirled it twice round his
head, a nd ducked it into a corner.
"Comeau ' check milk ont'ewe,"
said Rock. Ah , thought Groundling, a chance to show that all those

''That un," said the shepherd
pointing to a shaggy haystack with
4 legs . and glinting horns.
Groundhog gulped. Having found
th~ right sheep, the right end of the

evenings spent watching "All Cre·
atures Great and Small" were not
wasted . Plan.ting one foot either

could buy a Pocket Dictionary of
.Country Bumpkin's Phrases (Penguin, £6.95 VAT), Groundling put
o~ a pair of Featherlite pink rubber gloves and picked up the gob of
mucous. It sneezed again and a
shower of placenta, umbilical cord

and lamb pee sprayed Ground!-

sheep and the right hole, Ground!.
ing inserted a trembling hand 0
the sheep's bum. "Put thou
right-up, lad!" exclaimed Rock
and gave Groundling's arm a
shove. The sheep gasped, Bob

baa:

_side of a mountain of wool, Rock beamed, and Groundling. "Now
-tweaked at a tit equivalent to both pull the bugge~s oot!" Rock ges.
Sam Fox's in size; a spurt of milk · ticulated wildly, Groundling pulled, the sheep heaved. "Plop."
shot into the air. Easy, thought Two blobs of mucous appeared.
Groundling. After tweaking for 10
''Thoust did a fine ~ob today lad.
minutes and having only managed You deserve ya tea!" Fresh scones
'
to collect his own sweat, the hot cross buns • . .
shepherd told Groundling to try
''OK yah, well, you know, we
the other end . This produced bet· eat really healthily, OK? None of
ter results, including a pile of those treaclke puddings, yah!"
steaming
sheep
shit
on said Farmer Wilson's Jane Fonda
Groundlin's right foot.
look:a-like wife. Groundling bit
"Comeon' put yer hand up this into a lentil biscuit. It was going to
un," Rock Phallus said, leading be a long three weeks.

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
'

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
For Edinbu r gh University
students only.
Listings with reference numbers can be followed up by
going to the Student Accom·modation Ser vice at 30
.Buccleuch Place.

e

Vacancy for I in small single room at 92
Montpelier Park. Vacant now. £80 per
month . Ref no. 198.
3 single rooms availa ble for 3 males or 3
females. 31A Queens Crescent. Vacant
now. £135 per month. Ref no. 200.
Vacancy for I at 97 R°"" Street. Vacant
now. Rent negotiable. Ref no. 205.
Single room available fo r 1 at 8 Savile
Terrace. Vacant now. £67 per mo nth .
Ref. no. 206.
Vacancy for I in single room at 92
Montpelier Park. Vacant now. £80 per
month . Ref no. 210.
Single Room available at Macdonald
Road. Vacant now. £120 per month . Ref
no. 211. Postgrad preferred.

SCRIBBLE PAD

7

Vacancy for single room at 61 East
Claremont Street. Vacant now. £85 per
month. Ref no. 212.
Vacancy for female in single room at 5/7
Nicolson Street. Vacant now . £80.10 per
month. Ref no. 213.
Female wanted for single room at 24 Melvi!lew Terrace. Vacant 27/4/87 to 31nt
87. £120 per month. Ref no. 215.
2 Single rooms,..a vailable at 27/6 Sciennes.

Vacant ln/87. £80.20 per month. Ref
no . 217. postgrad preferred.
Vacancy for 4 males/females in 2 single
and I shared room. 14/4 · Blacket
Avenue.Vacant now. £320.60 per
month. Ref no. 218.

ACROSS
I. Rearrange seek peak (8)
2. Tidy, like pure alcohol (4)
8. Cloudy, because of too many
actors (8)
9. Thrust onto a point (6)
10. Opposite of intent (6)
11. t:ven Burnett managed to get
this (3)
12. Hit on the botty (5)

14. Anny, police, rugby players,
Millwall supporters etc. (5)
16. A bite with Cleopatra (3)
18. Not as bad as immoral (6)
20." Somewhere at the bottom of
• S. America (4, 4)
23. An enclosed space (4) ·
24. Lack of activity (8)

Male wanted for single room, 13/6 Sciennes. Vacant now. £80 per month . Ref
no. 161. Call round to flat.
Single room available at 12/5 Blacket
Avenue. Vacant now £320.60 per
month . Ref no. 218.
Male wanted for single room, 13/6 Sciennes. Vacant now. £80 per month . Ref
no. 161.
·
Single room available at 11 Lauriston
Park, Tollcross. Vacant now. £73 per
month . Ref. no. 224.
2 si ngle rooms available at 84/2 The Pleasance. Vacant 28/6/87. £430 per month .
Ref no . 234.
Shared room available 125 Warre oder
Park Road. Vacant now. £75 per month .
Ref no . 235 . First year stud ent preferred .
Shared room available at 84 Marchmont
Road. Vacant 2215/87. £110 per month.
Ref no. 223.
Female wanted for shared room, 537/4
Castlehill. Vacant now £15.05 per week.
ref no. 2fJ7.
Shared room available at 69 York Place.
Vacan t now. £100 per month Ref no.
203.
Shared room available, 13 Mentone Terrace. Vacant beginning of May. £75each
per month . Ref no. 195.
2 shared rooms available at 14 Morrison
Street. Vacant now. £20 per week , bills
included . Ref. no . 194.
Summer in London. Rooms available
from 10th July until the 18th September.
Mm1mum stay one month . For registered students only. Contact th e Accommodat ion Office , Queen Mary College,
Mile End Road. London . Or contact 01
9804811 e~!3109.
Self-catering
Oats
avai13ble
in
Edinburgh during summer. Contact the
Student
Accommodation
Service.
Vacation Bookings. 30 Buccleuch Place .
Tel 0316670151.

MISCELLANEOUS

Kitchener House: This forme rly all-male
house at 6 Gordon Terrace will be going
mixed from October . Applications are
welcome from female students, forms
available from SAS.
Winners: Of th e Debates Committee
Raffle. Congratulations to the following
who have not yet collected their prizes, .
which are nor available from the EUSA
offices. Prizes: 365/Cheynes voucher Phil Parr , £10 CllndA gift voucher Sue
Kennet , £20 Waterstons voucher - Tim
Purbridde £10 Waterstons voucher Morag Ramsey. phone Krista Johnston:
.
447 2135 if any problem1.
Lost Black Cotton blouson peke!,
" Deja vu" label, lost fro m a party at 13
Lonsdale Terrace (end of Meadows) on
Friday 6th March. Extreme sentimental
value . Please return. Good reward. Tel:

~~~~~~el

Honda Melody Moped; Tal,
MOT, £175
l Honda C909 motorbike; I yrs tax,
MOT £200 Tel 352 3774 or put note
through 72 Northumberl and _St.
.
For Sale: Bargain Buy! I Citroen Vi_~
Auto. Red in colour, taxed, MOT. a lit·
tie rust , good mileage for year, 1982.
£12000.n.o. Tel. 072121522 orcallmat
Pubs Board , 48 Plcasance.
•

Student's classified section is a free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation , " for sale" and
other small adverts: Ad:~~
should be kept to a maximum h
words and may be handed into t e
fl
48Plea·
Student office (first oor' d "'
sance) or placed in the red Stu ~ 1
.
. the Tevto
collectton boxes m
. ShoP
foyer, Mandela centre Unto~ the
and in A&M Reid grocers tn
J\B Centre.

DOWN
1. Stay quiet (4, 3)
2. More (5)
3. Accumulated points on a
night out (6)
4. More enthusiastic (6)
5. A sort of tree gum, with evil in
it (5)
6. Highland fire-water (6)
13. Find one after you leave uni
(6)

15. Crimiitals guaranteed
swinging time (7)
16. Smells like cyanide (6)
17. Royalty in 1999 (6)
19. Wicked, with at (5)
21. It's all dots to me (5)

e

Answers?

See page 5

a.

FESTIVAL TIMES
seeks

writers , reviewers, sub-editors
photographers , graphic artists, and sellers
to work for the paper which will be published three times in August.
Those interested in working for Festival Times should attend a meeting 0 ?
Wednesday 29th April at 2.30 pm in 48, Pleasance OR Send details of their
interests, experience, and availability to the E ditor, Festival Times,
EUSPB , 48 Pleasance, Edinburgh 8 before Monday 4th May.

